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This progress report of the Teilinstitut Nukleare Festkörperphysik
st st

covers the period from June 1 ,1976 - May 31 ,1977. The arrange-

ment has been chosen to emphasizethe main research areas the institute

is presently involved.

These areas are the Dynamics of Solids and Liquids, the Electronic

Structure and Magnetism of Solids,and the Development and Investigation

of New Materials. Some of the technical developments relevant to these

topics are also included.

Dieser Progress Report des Teilinstituts Nukleare Festkörperphysik er

faßt den Zeitraum vom 1. Juni 1976 - 31. Mai 1977. Die Darstellung be

tont die Hauptforschungsgebiete, auf denen das Institut zur Zeit tätig

ist. Diese sind: Dynamik von Festkörpern und Flüssigkeiten, Elektronen

struktur und Magnetismus von Festkörpern und die Entwicklung und Unter

suchung neuartiger Materialien. Einige technische Entwicklungen, die für

diese Forschungsarbeiten wichtig sind, wurden ebenfalls in den Bericht

aufgenommen.



In dem vorliegenden Bericht gibt das Teilinstitut IAK I "Nukleare Fest

körperphysik" einen Überblick über die wissenschaftlichen Arbeiten in

dem Zeitraum vom 1. Juni 1976 bis 31. Mai 1977. Das Forschungsprogramm

des Instituts hat derzeit folgende drei Hauptrichtungen:

- Untersuchungen zur Struktur und Dynamik von kondensierter
Materie

- Untersuchungen der elektronischen und magnetischen Eigenschaften
von Festkörpern

- Herstellung neuer Materialien mittels Ionenimplantation,
Kathodenzerstäubung und simultanen Aufdampfens.

Mit den Methoden der Neutronenspektroskopie werden am Forschungsreaktor

FR2 in Karlsruhe und am Hochflußreaktor in Grenoble Experimente zur Be

stimmung der Phononendispersion und Phononenzustandsdichten von Fest

körpern sowie der Streugesetze von Flüssigkeiten durchgeführt. Zur Zeit

stehen untersuchungen an supraleitenden Materialien im Vordergrund. Hier

durch soll ein Beitrag zum besseren Verständnis der Wechselwirkung zwischen

gitterdynamischen und supraleitenden Eigenschaften von Festkörpern geleistet

werden. Von besonderem Interesse ist ferner das Studium der Dynamik von

eindimensionalen metallischen Systemen.

Bei den Untersuchungen von elektronischen und magnetischen Eigenschaften
. . 61. 155

von Festkörpern werden die Methoden der Mößbauerspektroskople (Nl, Gd)

und der Neutronenstreuung eingesetzt, um Information über Hyperfeinfelder,

Spindichteverteilungen und magnetische Anregungen zu erhalten. Es wird

hier die Möglichkeit genutzt, die sehr kurzlebigen 61Ni-Quellen am

Zyklotron des Kernforschungszentrum herzustellen. Zur Zeit werden vor-

wiegend metallische Verbindungen und Legierungen des Nickels und des Gadoliniums

untersucht.

pie Methoden der Ionenimplantation, der Kathodenzerstäubung und des simul

tanen Aufdampfens werden derzeit ausschließlich zur Herstellung von

Supraleitern und zur gezielten Veränderung ihrer supraleitenden Eigen-



schaften eingesetzt. Im Rahmen dieses Programms werden auch Fragen der

Strahlenschädigung untersucht. Als wichtige Hilfsmittel für die Cha

rakterisierung der hergestellten Materialien dienen Rückstreu- und

Channellingmessungen, Kernreaktionen, Tunnelspektroskopie und Röntgen

beugung.

Die experimentellen Arbeiten des IAK I werden durch eine kleine Theorie

gruppe unterstützt, die sich zur Zeit vorwiegend mit Fragen der Elektron

Phonon Wechselwirkung sowie der Dynamik von Festkörpern und Flüssigkeiten

beschäftigt.

Das IAK I hat zur Zeit 22 wissenschaftlich-technische Mitarbeiter. Das

Institut betrachtet es als eine wesentliche Aufgabe, auswärtige Forschungs

gruppen bei der Nutzung der Experimentiereinrichtungen am Reaktor FR2 zu

unterstützen. Zwei Mitarbeiter sind nahezu ausschließlich für die Betreuung

von Gastgruppen bei der Durchführung von Experimenten an drei Struktur

spektrometern des FR2 eingesetzt. Experimente zur unelastischen Neutronen

streuung erfolgen häufig auf der Basis einer Zusammenarbeit. Insbesondere

werden Experimente vorbereitet, die anschließend am Hochflußreaktor in

Grenoble weitergeführt werden.

Der größte Teil der von Gastgruppen durchgeführten Arbeiten zur elastischen

Neutronenstreuung erfolgt außerhalb des Forschungsprogramms des IAK I und

wird daher in dem vorliegenden Bericht nicht berücksichtigt.

Von den Arbeiten, die bereits veröffentlicht bzw. zur Veröffentlichung einge

reicht sind, werden nur Kurzfassungen oder Literaturhinweise angegeben. Erste

Ergebnisse von laufenden Arbeiten werden dagegen ausführlicher beschrieben.
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1 • INVESTIGATIONS

AND LIQUIDS

- 1 -

ON TH E DYNAMICS OF SOLIDS

1.1 Comparison of the Phonon Densities of States of the Non

Superconductor TiC and the Superconductor TiN with Model

Calculations.

F. Gompf and W. Reichardt

In /1/ we compared the generalized phonon densities of states G(~w) of TiC

and TiN. The measurements were performed at TOF II (cold source with Eo = 5 meV).

Due to insufficient resolution the results were not transformed into the true

F(~W) and compared with model calculations - they were however used to demon

strate the strong shift to smaller frequencies of G(~w) for TiN in comparison

to TiC. As later justified by /2/ we assumed these high intensities at low

frequencies to be mainly caused by contributions of pronounced anomalies in

some of the dispersion curves, which were known to exist for transition metal

carbides with high T . As these model calculations can now be carried out for
c

both substances we investigated the frequency distributions of TiC.
98

and Ti~92

in more detail by performing neutron scattering experiments with an incident

energy of 64.3 meV which improved our resolution considerably.

In Fig. la) we compare the true F(~W) of TiC which has been corrected for

the difference in mass and scattering power of the two different atoms witha

shell model calculation fitted to the phonon dispersion curves measured by

/3/. The acoustic part of the spectrum is a combination of energy loss and

energy gain data and the overall agreementwith the model calculation is good.

The sharp peaks are smeared out due to resolution effects. The optical part of

F(~W) can of course only be determined from the energy gain data where the

resolution is not good enough to reveal a possibly detailed structure.

The e
D

versus T curve deduced from this F~W) of TiC is shown in Fig. 2 and

compared with experimental results obtained from specific heat data /4/ and

with the curve resulting from the model calculation.

The acoustic part of the true F (1lw) of TiN is shown in Fig. lb) and

compared with a double shell model (DSM) calculation fitted to the dispersion

curves measured by /2/. For TiN the DSM calculations agree rather well with
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the directly determined F(~W). In fact the agreement is better than the re

sult the DSM-calculations gave for the superconductor NbC.
96

/5/ which also

has 9 valence electrons and which is expected to be quite similar. In Fig. 3

we compare F(~W) for both materials.

Flhw)

.06 [m~v]

.05

.04

.03

.02

.01

0
0

----- TiC
TiN

10 20 30 40 50 nwlmeV)

Fig. 3 Comparison of the acoustic phonon densities of states for TiC andTiN.
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1.2 Phonon Dispersion of Vanadium Carbide

L. Pintschovius, W. Reichardt, and B. Scheerer

Gur investigations on the phonon dispersion of VC.
S7

/1/ have been

continued by measurements on the triple axis spectrometers INS and IN1 at the

HFR in Grenoble and on TAS1 at the FR2 in Karlsruhe. The main effort was

directed towards the determination of the optic branches. Little progress

only was achieved in the acoustic region because these measurements turned

out to be very difficult even at the HFR.

The results are plotted in Fig. 1. The zone boundary phonons at the L-point

and the maximum of the LA-branch in I11~-direction were taken from a g(0) 

measurement /2/. A fit based on anormal shell model with free electron

screening is included in that figure. The parameters are listed in Tab. 1.

[~ool [o~Q [~~~l
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Fig. 1 Phonon dispersion of VC.
S7

. The lines are the result of a fit on

the.basis of a shell model with free electron screening.
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Small but systematic deviations for the TA-branch in D1~ -direction with

polarization [?oD indicate that the use of a double shell model is presumably

appropriate in this case. However, the data so far available are not sufficient

for adetermination of the model parameters.

It is intended to complete these investigations at the end of this year.

Table 1

Parameters of the screened shell model for VC.
86

(force constants in units

of e
2
/2r 3, charges in units of e, k and k in units of 2rr/a). The density

o S F
and the effective mass of the screening electrons calculated on the basis of

3
a free electron model are included in that table (n in units 1/2r

o
' meff in

units of n
el

).

A (12) 17.73 k
1

500

B (12) 2.92 k
2

137

A' (22) 3.01 k
S

.234

B' (22) -3.06 k .585
F

C' (22) 1. 21 n
el

.027

Z -.73 meff .607

Yl 0

Y
2

-1. 36

REFERENCES

/1/ L. Pintschovius, W. Reichardt,and B. Scheerer, in Progress Report of the

Teilinstitut Nukleare Festkörperphysik, Gesellschaft für Kernforschung

Karlsruhe (KFK 2183), 3 (1975)

/2/ F. Gompf and W. Reichardt, this report, p. 6
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1.3 Phonon Density of states of Vanadium Carbide

F. Gompf and W. Reichardt

Measurements of the acoustic phonon dispersion curves of VC are extremely

difficult for large wave vectors where the carbon atoms are essentially at

rest and consequently the coherent one phonon cross section is very small. As

the phonon density of states is sensitive to phonons with wave vectors close

to the boundary of the Brillouin zone it is hoped that the combined informa

tion obtained from single crystal measurements and a scattering experiment on

a powder sample will eventually lead to a reliable knowledge of the. lattice

dynamics of this material.

The sample was prepared by zone refining a hot pressed cylindrical rod

(delivered by CERAC) which was crashed to small pieces. From both chemical

analysis and a measurement of the lattice constant the carbon concentration

was determined to be S7 %. The oxygen concentration was negligibly small.

The experiment was performed on TOF1 with a primary neutron energy of

64.3 meV in energy loss.

The acoustic phonon density of states obtained from this measurement is

. shown in Fig. 1. The arrows mark the frequencies of some zone boundary

phonons as estimated from this distribution.

As expected the phonon density of states of VC.
S7

is very similar to that

of nonstoichiometric NbC.
76

(both materials are not superconducting). This

can be seen by comparing the experimental points with the dashed curve in

Fig. 1, which represents the phonon density of states of NbC 76 /1/ after1MNb ' .
rescaling the frequencies with a factor MV' where M

Nb
and MV are the

masses of Nb and V respectively. However, the distribution for VC.
S7

shows

a shoulder at 26 meV which is absent in NbC 6' Measurements on a different
.7

VC sample (powder delivered by VENTRON CORP) confirm the existence of this

shoulder. A comparison with the phonon density of states of nearly

stoichiometric NbC.
96

/1/ suggests that this shoulder may be a relict of

the phonon anomalies which we expect in stoichiometric VC. The differences

between the results of VC.
S7

and NbC.
76

may be explained by the ordering

of the C-vacancies in VC.
S75

(= V
S

C
7

) which has been observed by Froidevaux

and Rossier /2/. Therefore in V
S

C
7

there is a regular arrangement of V-atoms
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Fig. 1 Comparison of the acoustic phonon density of states of VC.
S7

with

those of NbC. 96 and NbC. 76 .

whose carbon environment is intact which seems to be essential for the

occurrence of the resonance-like interaction causing the dips in the

dispersion curves of the refractory carbides and nitrides /3/. The super

structure in V
S

C
7

may cause that some of the phonon branches of stoichiometric

VC split into several branches, some of them remaining essentially unchanged

while in the others the anomalies disappear.

REFERENCES

/1/ F. Gompf, in Progress Report of the Teilinstitut Nukleare Festkörper
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/2/ Froidevaux and Rossier, J. Phys. Chem. Solids~, 1167 (1967)

/3/ W. Hanke, J. Hafner,and H. Bilz, Phys. Rev. Lett. ~, 1560 (1976)
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1.4 phonon Dispersion of Vanadium Nitride

L. Pintschovius, P. Roedhammera, and A.N. Christensenb

aFachbereich Physik, Universität Konstanz, D-7750 Konstanz

bInstitute of Inorganic Chemistry, University of Aarhus, Denmark

The phonon dispersion curves of all transition metal compounds (TMC's) with

9 valence electrons (VE) per primitive unit cell investigated to this date

exhibit pronounced anomalies in some of the acoustic branches. At the same

time, they are strong-coupling superconductors with high superconducting

transition temperatures (T 's) around 10 K. The TMC's with nominally 10 VE
c

per unit cell have even higher T 's (up to 18 K). From measurements of the
c

specific heat and of the phonon density of states on polycrystalline sampies

weknow that the phonon frequencies decrease strongly when going from TMC's

with 9 VE to TMC's with 10 VE /1, 2, 3/. However, attempts to explain this

shift by an enhancement of the anomalies found in TMC's with 9 VE were not

successful.

Recently, one of us (A.N. Christensen) was able to grow two large (.35

and 1 cm
3

) single crystals of VN using a floating - zone technique. By
x

annealing in nitrogen atmosphere at 200 bar for about 90 hours the nitrogen

content was increased to x ~ 0.85.

Measurements of the phonon dispersion curves are currently made on TASl

at the FR2 in Karlsruhe. For most of the scans the two crystals have been

co-aligned. In spite of the rather large sampie volume the measurements of

the acoustic branches towards higher q-values are extremely difficult due

to the following reasons:

(i) The scattering from the vanadium atoms is almost completely incoherent

and the amplitudes of the nitrogen atoms are small for these modes.

(ii) The background due to incoherent scattering shows a peak at about

4.? THz. Therefore in this energy region it is very difficult to

distinguish between neutron groups originating from coherent and from

incoherent scattering, respectively.
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Our preliminary results are shown in Fig. 1. The following features are most

remarkable:

(i) The elastic constants are not much smaller than in VC (9 VE). There

fore the strong increase of the phonon density of states between 2

and S THz cannot be attributed onlyto phonons with small q-values.

(ii) The maximum of the TA-branch in Do~ -direction is located at

q ~ 0.6. The decrease of the phonon frequencies when going to the

zone boundary is unexpected. It indicates that the lattice dynamics

of the TMC's with 10 VEare quite different from those of the TMC's

with 9 VE.

The investigations will be completed at the HFR Grenoble in JUly 1977.
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Fig. 1 Phonon dispersion of VN.
8S

.
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1.5 Acoustic Phonon Density of States of Vanadium Nitride

w. Reichardt and F. Gompf

As a supplement of the present investigations of the phonon dispersion

curves of vanadium nLtride we performed measurements on powder sampies in

order to obtain information on the phonon density of states. Two different

samples were used which were characterized by measurements of the super

conducting transition temperatures T and the lattice constants a and by
c 0

chemical analysis. The results are given in Table 1, where the two values

for each T represent the width of the transition.c

Table 1

Some physical properties of the two VN sampies.

!

TC [I<] aoAvDG 6ao D-\J N-concentration O-concentration

at. % at. %

SAMPLE 1 6.4 - 8.2 4.119 .012 46.8 2.9

SAMPLE 2 8.3-8.9 4.138 not observable 47.5 2.6

The acoustic parts of the generalized phonon densities of states determined

from scattering experiments on TOFl at the FR2 are shown in Fig. 1. There is a

considerable dependence on T . The sampie with the higher T has a much softer
c c

phonon spectrum. We observe that the general shape of the spectra is similar

to that of the closely related compound NbN.
95

/1/ which is also shown in the

figure after scaling the frequencies by a factor\l:~b~ where M
Nb

and MV are

the atomic masses of Nb and V, respectively. This comparison shows that the

frequency moment of VN (M<W 2 »VN is much smaller than that of NbN (M<w 2 >NbN

while the T of NbN is much higher (17 K) than that of VN.
c

The dashed curve in the figure has been calculated using a model that gives

a good description of the measured phonon data at small wave vectors. The

extreme deviation of this curve from the experimentally determined distribu

tions clearly demonstrates, that some of the acoustic branches in VN have
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to bend down below 10 meV in regions of the Brillouin zone far away from

the f-point.

Glhwl'~I_l J
My meV

0.07 x=INb,VI

0.06

000
o 0 0 VN sampie 1

0 0

0
0

00 0 VN sampie 20°
0 •• 00.

VN modelo 0

o 0

NbN o.950
o 0 0

0.05

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.01

o
o

Fig. 1 Comparison of G(~w) of two VN-samples with that of NbN.
95

.

REFERENCES

/1/ F. Gompf, W. Reichardt,and' A.N. Christensen, in Progress Report of

the Teilinstitut Nukleare Festkörperphysik, Ges. f. Kernforschung
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1.6 Studies on the Partial Debye Waller Factors of VN and NbN

w. Reichardt, B. Scheerer, and A.N. Christensen
a

aInstitute of Inorganic Chemistry, University of Aarhus, Denmark

From diffraction experiments on simple compounds the partial Debye

Waller coefficients 2W. (Q) of the individual components i can be determined.
l

For cubic crystals without defects and for temperatures T of the order of

the Debye temperatures 2W. (Q) is given by
l
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2W, (Q)
l

( 1)

where <U 2 >, is the mean square displacement of the atomic species i due to
l ,

the thermally excited, lattice vibrations and M, is the mass of the i-th
,l

scatterer.

Hence from such an experiment the inverse second frequency moments

<w- 2 > of the amplitude weighted phonon density of states of the individual
i

components can be determined.

We present here preliminary results of neutron diffraction experiments

on two sampies of VN and NbN which have also been used in the measurements

of the phonon density of states (see preceding contribution to this report).

In order to avoid contamination of the Bragg-intensities by higher order

reflections and inelastically scattered neutrons the measurements were

performed on a high resolution diffractometer using Cu(420) as monochromator
000 0

(28
M

= 90 , A = 1.1426 A, 6(28) < .6 for 0 ~ 28 < 110 ). The contribution

of higher order reflections was completely negligib1e and the sharp Bragg

peaks could weil be discriminatedagGl-inst the broad distributions of in

elastically scattered neutrons. The intensities I
hkl

obtained from the

diffraction patterns after corrections for the Lorentz factor and the

multiplicities of the reflections are plotted in Fig. 1.

The curves fitted to the experimental data of NbN were calculated with
2 x 2

the following parameters: <u 2 > .030 ~ ,<u2 > = .023 ~ , x = .945. The
Nb N

intensities of the odd reflections could not be determined very precisely

as they are about 50 times smaller than those of the even reflections.

Writing

even
I

hkl

(2 )
2

+ Lrb exp (-W (Q» - b exp (- W
N

(Q) ~
Nb Nb N ~

where b
Nb

and b
N

are the scattering amplitudes of Nb and N, respectively,

it is seen that the even reflections are determined by the first term of
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Fig. 1 Bragg intensities of NbN and VN

(2) within about 2 %. Thus the average i«u2 >Nb + <u2 >N) = .0265 ~2 can be

determined with much better accuracy than the individual values for Nb and N.

Due to the small coherent cross section of V the VN results are mainly

sensitive to <u 2 > . Therefore, in the analysis of the experimental data,
N

<u 2 > was calculated from the acoustic phonon density of states which was
V

shown in the preceding article. From the model discussed in the same article

a value <u 2 >N = 0.0104 ~2 is obtained which is about 30 % lower than the ex-



above. We interprete this difference (6<u2 >Nb

to be due to a static distortion of the lattice
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02
perimental value of 0.0135 A . This difference appears to be reasonable,

as the model yields a much harder acoustic spectrum than has been determined

in the experiment.

From measurements of the phonon densities of states we know that the

optic frequencies of NbN and VN'are not very different. Therefore we expect

<u 2 > for NbN to be about 0.0135 as in VN. Furthermore from the acoustic
N

phonon density of states an approximate value <u2 > .018 ~2 is obtained.
Nb

Both values are considerably smaller than the experimental values quoted

.012 ~, 6<u2 > = .0095 ~2)
N

caused by both Nb and N

vacancies. According to Ref. /1/ NbN.
95

contains about 3 % Nb vacancies and

8 % N vacancies. As a N vacancy distorts mainly the Nb sublattice, we expect

6<u2 > to be larger than 6<u2 > in accordance with our experimental result.
Nb N

It cannot be completely excluded that also the VN results are slightly

affected by a static distortion of the lattice, as by chemical analysis the

N concentration was determined to be 47.5 at. %. As the total nonmetal con-

centration (N + 0) is near 50 at. % and the lattice constant is close to

that of stoichiometric VN /2/ we have to assurne that the concentration of

nonmetal vacancies is small.

It is intended to perform further measurements as a function of tempera

ture in order to obtain a more reliable separation of the Debye Waller

coefficients into static and dynamic contributions.

REFERENCES

/1/ G. Brauer and H. Kirner, Z. Anorg. Allg. Chem. }28, 34 (1964)

/2/ F.A. Shunk, Constitution of Binary Alloys, Second Supplement, McGraw-Hill

Book Company (1969)
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1. 7 Phonon Anomalies in yttrium Sulfide

P. Roedhammer
a

, W. Reichardt, band F. Holtzberg

aFachbereich Physik, Universität Konstanz, D-7750 Konstanz

b IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights, New Yorkl0598

U.S.A.

yttrium monosulfide (YS) is a transition metal chalkogenide with physical

properties that in many respects correspond to those of the group IVb

mononitrides and the group Vb monocarbides. Similar to these compounds, YS

crystallizes in the Bl structure and has 9 valence electrons. It is metallic

and becomes superconducting at T = 2.8 K. These similarities suggest that
c

the phonon dispersion relation of YS might exhibit a soft mode behavior

similar to that observed in the IVb-nitrides and Vb-carbides.

We have measured the phonon dispersion curves of a single crystal of YS

(volume ~ 0.6 ccm) at room temperature. Measurements were performed at the

triple-axis-spectrometer TASlat the FR2 Karlsruhe.

Fig. 1 shows the experimentally determined phonon dispersion curves of

YS in the three main symmetry directions. The slopes of the dispersion

curves at q = 0 are calculated from measured elastic constants /1/. They

agree weil with our data.

A striking feature in the phonon dispersion relation of YS is the

softening of the LA phonons in certain parts of the Brillouin zone. In the

[11<2)- and D1!J -directions, the longitudinal branches resemble those observed

in NbC and TiN whereas in the I}O~-direction the dip seems to be masked by

the overall depression of the branch towards the zone boundary. In contrast

to NbC and TiN none of the TA branches of YS exhibits a softmode region.

For an analysis of the data we have fitted the double shell model (DSM)

of Weber /2/ to the experimental data. The curves in Fig. 1 were obtained

from an ll-parameter fit, with 5 parameters for the normal shell model and

6 parameters for the supersheils. All charges were put equal to zero.
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Fig. 1 The phonon dispersion of yttrium sulfide.
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1.8 Investigations on the Phonon Density of States of yttrium

Sulfide

a .
P. Roedhammer and W. Reichardt

aFachbereich Physik, Universität Konstanz, D-7750 Konstanz

In order to support the unusual results obtained in the measurements of

the phonon dispersion curves of YS (see previous article) we have performed

a scattering experiment on a powder sample for adetermination of the phonon

density of states. Unfortunately the sample contained a considerable amount

of other phases besides the rocksalt structure of the mono-sulfide. From

neutron and X-ray diffraction measurements this contamination was estimated

to be about 10 %.

Fig. 1 shows the generalized phonon density of states obtained from a

scattering experiment on TOF2 with a primary neutron energy of 5.05 meV. The

arrows mark some zone boundary frequencies determined by the phonon measure

ments while the full line represents the acoustic phonon density of states

calculated with the double shell model of Weber fitted to the experimental

dispersion curves.

Glnwl
FIl'lwl

7 lorbit.units I

6

5

4

3

2

TAIXI

I
TAl LI
I

DSM-model

TOIXI LOIXI
j j

o •nw[meV)

Fig. 1 Generalized phonon density ofstatesof yttrium sulfide containing

90 % Bl-phase.
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Although a quantitative comparison is hampered by the presence of parasitic

phases in the sampie a satisfactory correspondence between the experimental

distribution and the results of the phonon measurements is observed. The

intensity in the acoustic region above 18 meV and the peak at about 28 meV

are believed to be due to the parasitic phases. This assumption is supported

by a present measurement on La
3

S
4

. The frequency distribution of La
3

S
4

shows

a pronounced peak between 20 and 30 meV and the acoustic region extends up to

20 meV whenscaledby the ratioV MMLa~ where M and Mare the atomic masses
Y La Y

of La and Y respectively.

1.9 Phonon Softening of Nb Sn Between Room Temperature and
3

673 K

N. Nücker and E. Schneider
a

aphysikdepartment der TU München

In /1/ we presented measurements of the phonon frequency distribution

of Nb
3
Sn. A considerable softening of the phonon frequencies of Nb

3
Sn on

cooling from room temperature to 77 K and to 5.5 K was observed. To investigate

if this trend continues we extended Gur measurements to elevated temperatures

up to 673 K.

The experiment was performed on the TOFl spectrometer of the FR2 Karlsruhe

using 64.5 meV neutrons.Our results are shown in Fig. 1. It is obvious that

phonon softening continues to higher temperatures. The change in the phonon

density of states between 673 K and room temperature - the frequencies below

18 meV are shifted by about 0.5 meV - however is less drastic compared to

shifts of about 2 meV between room temperature and 5.5 K. Considering the

Debye temperature of Nb
3

Sn 8
D

= 290 K /2/ however a phonon softening with

increasing temperatures should be expected in the temperature range of

our experiment. Thus the observed inverse effect is exceptional.
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Fig. 1 Temperature dependence of the phonon density of states of Nb
3
Sn.
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1.10 Untersuchung der Partiellen Debye-Waller-Faktoren von Nb
3

Sn

eh. Geibel

Mehrere AlS (A
3
B)-Verbindungen sind mittels unelastischer Neutronen

streuung untersucht worden /1/. In solchen Experimenten kann nur die ver

allgemeinerte Zustandsdichte G(w) bestimmt werden.
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Für ein besseres Verständnis des Zusammenhangs zwischen Gitterdynamik und

supraleitendenEigenschaften dieser Substanzen ist es wünschenswert, Informa

tionen über die amplitudengewichteten Phononenzustandsdichten F
1

(w) der ein

zelnen Komponenten zu bekommen.

o
Wir haben an einem hochauflösenden Spektrometer am Rl-Kanal (A = 1.1426 A,

maximaler Streuwinkel 28 = 146.5
0

) die partiellen Debye-Waller-Faktoren von

Nb
3

Sn bei Raumtemperatur bestimmt.

Nb
3

Sn hat eine AlS Struktur und es treten 4 Arten von Reflexen auf. Wir

haben ausgemessen:

-W
Nb

-W
4 Reflexe mit S 6~ + 2 b

Sn
Sn

A)e e
N

-W -W
3 Reflexe mit SN 6 b

Nb
Nb

2 b
Sn

Sn
B)e - e

-W
10 Reflexe mit SN 4 b

Nb
Nb

C)e

-~b -W
15 Reflexe mit SN 2 b

Nb
2 b

Sn
Sn

D)e + e

-~b
, -W

Die Differenz-Reflexe, bei denen SN 2 b
Nb

2 b
Sn sind zue e

Sn
schwach, um beobachtet zu werden.

Zusätzlich zu den Nb
3
Sn-Reflexen treten Reflexe von freiem Niob ~ 1.3 %

und sehr schwache Reflexe einer anderen Substanz auf, die noch nicht

identifiziert werden konnte. Im Bereich großer Winkel 28 > 110
0

waren die

Meßergebnisse nicht sehr gut reproduzierbar. Der Unterschied betrug maximal

6 %. Wir haben keine Korrektur für thermisch-diffuse Streuung durchgeführt.

I'
I . sin8 sin28

N S
N

ist in Abb. 1 logarithmisch dargestellt.

N Anzahl äquivalenter Netzebenen

Wenn der Unterschied zwischen den Debye-Waller-Koeffizienten von Nb und Sn

klein ist, liegen die Punkte auf Geraden.

Für kubische Gitter und bei T > 0.5 8
D

gibt es einen einfachen Zusammen

hang zwischen dem partiellen Debye-Waller-Faktor und der amplitudenge

wichteten Phononenzustandsdichte.
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Abb. 1 Bragg Intensitäten von Nb
3

Sn

W. (Q)
1

_ 2

(l1w) >.
1

+ 1
12 k 2 T2

8

(1)

2

W. (Q) ist proportional zu «~w) >.. Damit können wir aus W. (Q) die Debye
111

Abschneidefrequenzen 8_
2

der einzelnen amplitudengewichteten Phononenzustands-

dichten bestimmen.
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Wir bekommen:

1
3

-2
< (1:'l.W) >,

1

Daraus ergibt sich

8 = 265 ± 20 K
O

,
-2 Sn

M
Sn

8+2
-2 Nb

8+2
-2 Sn

0.976

Dieses Ergebnis unterstützt die Folgerungen von Ref. /1/, daß in A15

Verbindungen das Produkt M, <w 2 >. für beide Komponenten annähernd gleich
1 1

ist. Mit diesen Werten können wir die Debye-Abschneidefrequenzen der ver-

allgemeinerten Phononenzustandsdichte ausrechnen.

3 (0) 82 + (0) 82MNb -2Nb MSn -2Sn

Wir bekommen 8_
2

Nb Sn = 292 .K ± 12 K in guter Übereinstimmung mit dem
3

Wert 8_
2

= 287 K, der direkt aus G(w) bestimmt wurde.
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conductivity in d- and f-Band Metals, edited by D.H. Douglass AIP,
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Investigation of High Field Superconducting Molydenum

Chalcogenides

P. Schweiss, B. Renker, and J.-B. Suck
a

aInstitute Laue Langevin, F-38042 Grenoble

Compounds of the series Y M0
6

X
S

(X = S, Se, Te, Y = Pb, Sn, Cu, ... ) have

a rhombohedral structure with units of M0
6

X
S

"molecules" which are stabilized

by a nearly cubic lattice of metal atoms Y /1/. For PbM0
6

S
S

the critical tem

peratures and critical fields reach up to values of 15 K and 700 kG, respectively /~.

We have measured the phonon density of states G(~w)for PbM0
6

S
S

' M0
6

S
S

' PbM0
6

Se
S

'

Mo
6

Se
S

' SnMo
6

S
S

' and CU
2

M0
6

S
S

. For the latter compound phonon dispersion measure

ments on a single crystal have been started. Most of the G(~w) measurements were

performed at 297 K and 5 K.

In view of the different superconducting properties of these compounds our

aim was to study vibrational spectra of the individual components by comparison

of the different G(~w) functions and to search for an anomalous temperature

behavior. Indications for a phonon softening on cooling were observed in prior

measurements /3, 4/ and were comparable to the temperature effect found in

A-15 compounds before /4/.

Our sampies were prepared in a furnace at 1050
0

C by direct synthesis of

components with exception of M0
6

S
S

which was produced indirectly by dissolving

the Ni atoms of Ni
2

M0
6

S
S

in hydrochloric acid. The transition temperatures were

determined for the different compounds in the sequence mentioned above to be

~ 14.6 K, 1.6 K, 3.9 K, 6.5 K, 13 K, 11 K (values below 4 K were taken from

literature) .

As has been described in detail previously /3, 5/ the G(~w) spectra can be

divided into two parts. Contributions above lS meV mainly consist of internal

vibrations of the M0
6

X
S

cages whereas the lower part contains the acoustical

vibrations, rocking modes of the M0
6

X
S

units and an Einstein like mode

attributed to vibrations of the metal atoms in the open " c hannels". This

model which has already been discussed in the preceeding Progress Report /5/

is supported by further measurements: The comparison of spectra for Y M0
6

X
S
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with X = Sand Se shows a shift in the highest energy peak approximately of

Ims/mse whereas the remaining part is mainly unchanged (Fig. 1). Fromcomparison
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Fig. 1 Comparison of the room temperature generalized phonon density ofstates

G(~W) for PbM0
6

s
8

and Mo
6

S
8

(a) and PbMo
6

Se
8

and Mo
6

Se
8

(b) showing a

connection between vibrational frequencies and predominant motion of a

specific particle: Pb ++ 4.3 meV, acoustical modes + rocking modes of

Mo X units++ 9 < 1i.w < 18 meV, Mo ++ middle of the optical region,
68 'V 'V

S resp. Se ++ highest frequency peak. For the low frequency region with

1'iw < 9 meV which contains predominantly vibrations of the lead atoms a Debye

Waller coefficient of about twice the average value had to be assumed in

order to give a proper description of the experimental scattering law.
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of the spectra of PbM0
6

X
S

and M0
6

X
S

the Einstein like mode at about 4 meV is

ascribed to a vibration of the metal atom. A shift of the 4 meV excitation is

observed by comparing spectra with Y = Pb, Sn, Cu. As far as results for the

single crystal measurements have been obtained the extrapolated zone boundary

frequencies for acoustical branches correspond to the singularities in the

phonon density of states in agreement with the simple model.

According to the theory of McMillan high values of T correspond to a large
c

electron phonon coupling parameter A which again is correlated with large

values of G(~W) at low frequencies. Strong electron phonon coupling can lead

to an anomalous temperature behavior of phonon frequencies and may therefore

show up in our experiments. Comparing the 5 K and 297 K spectra (Fig. 2) a

phonon softening indeed is observed. The increase in the low frequency part

of G(~W) caused by this mode softening is roughly correlated to the super

conducting transition temperature. M0
6

S
S

(Tc ~ 1 K) does not show a remarkable

effect in contrast to Mo
6
se

S
(Tc 6.3 K), PbMo

6
Se

S
(Tc = 3.9) and PbM0

6
S

S
(Tc = 14.6). The bumb in the low temperature spectrum of Mo

6
Se

S
at about

2 meV showed up in different evaluation procedures and does not seem to be

an artefact.

In the data reduction the low frequency region of G(~w) with the prominent

peak around 4 meV was treated with special accuracy. For energy transfers less

than 9 meV the scattering law data from measurements with 5 meV incident

neutron energy and high resolution at small energy transfers were included

in the data evaluation. It turned out that for compounds with metal atoms

in the channels the experimental results at energy transfers less than 9 meV

could only be reproduced using a Debye Waller coefficient nearly twice as large

as the average value. In agreement with the structural and Mössbauer data,

this points to extremely large thermal amplitudes of the metal atom.

An attribution of the mode softening to the movements of certain atoms

is difficult in the present analysis. But as Mo
6

Se
S

and M0
6

S
S

show a large

number of low frequency lattice modes, one has to assume also in the

ternary compounds a comparable high density of translational and librational

states of the Mo-chalcogenide cages underlying the prominent low frequency peak

caused by vibrations of the heavy metal atom. Therefore it is probable that

also in the ternary compounds the increase of the phonon density of low

frequencies on cooling has its origin predominantly in the softening of cage.

oscillations. This would also agree with the fact that the conduction
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Fig. 2 Comparison of room temperature and 5 K spectra of G(~W) for PbM0
6

S
S

i PbMo
6
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S

' M0
6

S
S

' and Mo
6

Se
S

showing

an anomalous temperature effect qualitatively correlated to the transition temperatures. Results derived

by neutron down- and upscattering are shown for room temperature. The low frequency part of the spectrum

was treated as described in Fig. 1.
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electrons are believed to be predominantly d-like states from Mo. Therefore

in extension to the already known fact that a proper Mo-Mo spacing between

neighbouring M0
6

X
S

units is essential for the transition temperatures we

find evidence for a strong electron phonon coupling. This result can be

understood on the basis of bandstruQture calculations for PbM0
6

S
S

of

Anderson, Klose and Nohl /6/ which show that the molecular levels of the

M0
6

S
S

units are composed of narrow d-bands near the Fermi surface. Actually

the bandstruQture may be different for the Se-compounds as considered

by Sergent et al. /7/ but according to our investigations all compounds

behave similar concerning their lattice dynamics.
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1.12 Phonon Density of States of Lanthanum in the fee and

dhep Phases

N. Nücker

In extension of our investigations on dhep lanthanum /1/ we determined the

phonon density of states of lanthanum in the metastable fee phase.

The fee sample was prepared by rf melting of small pieces of lanthanum
-5

(99.999 % purity) in a vaeuum better than 10 mbar. In this way about 400

small spheres 2 - 5 mm in diameter were formed. The strueture Was analysed

with a neutron powder diffraetometer and yielded 80 % eontent of fee-phase.

The phonon densities of states were measured at 4.7 K, 37 K, 140 K and

room temperature using the time-of-flight instrument IN4 at the HFR Grenoble.

Similar to the results of the dhep lanthanum the temperature dependenee of

the phonon density of states was negligible as shown in Fig. 1. Considering

the low Debye temperature of fee lanthanum, i.e. 120 K, a phonon softening

with inereasing temperature should be expeeted. The absence of this effeet
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and the negative eoeffieient of heat expansion below 37 K reported by Andres

/2/ may be a hint for a lattiee instability.

Using the results of our measurements on 95 % dhep lanthanum and on

80 % fee lanthanum the phonon density of states of pure fee and dhep lanthanum

was ealeulated. Comparing the density of states in both struetures (Fig. 2) it

is evident that the average phonon frequeney <w> of lanthanum in the fee phase

is lower than in the dhep phase. We made a erude check to see whether this

differenee in <w> may be responsible for the differenee in the supereondueting

T 's by inserting the measured mean phonon frequeneies to MeMillan's T -formula.
e e

Assuming the eleetron-phonon-eoupling to be the same in both phases and

= 4.9 K value of the dhep lanthanum we derived a T = 5.7 K
e

6 K. Thus about 75 % of the

inserting the T
e

for the fee phase instead of the measured value

differenee in the T 's may be understood by differenees in the phonon speetra.
e

Comparing our results of F(W) with the Eliashberg funetion a 2 f(w) (Fig. 3)

determined by tunneling experiment/3~4/we find best eonformity with our results

of a mixture eontaining 55 % dhep with 45 % fee 1anthanum. Thus we argue that the

tunneling diodes prepared by vapor deposition on eooled targets eontained a

mixture of both phases.

a 2 (w) is nearly eonstant in the energy region with main intensities in phonon

.frequeney distribution. At lower energies an inerease in a 2 (w) is observed.
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1.13 Comparison of Phonon Densities of States F (l1w) and

Tunneling Densities of States a 2 (l1W) • F(l1w) for Niobium

F. Gompf

The dispersion relations of the superconducting transition metal niobium

have been measured in symmetry directions by Nakagawa et al. /1/. They

analyzed their data on the basis of the Born-von-Karman theory including

interaction forces out to the eighth neigbor in order to fit the unusual

features of the phonon dispersions. Using the interpolation formalism they

deduced the phonon density of states.

We have directly determined the frequency distribution for niobium with

good resolution using TOF I with an incident energy of 37.15 meV .

.12

.10

.08

.04

Ref. 11/ Nakagawa
WOOdS~ •

••• Experiment I
•

\

\

Fig. 1 Comparison of the

directly determined

phonon density of

states for niobium with

the model calculation

of ref. /1/.
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Fig. 2 Comparison of the phonon density of states for niobium with

tunneling data.

a) Ref. /2/, A .81, * .051, 60 1.46 10.1f.l meV, T K

*
c

b) Ref. /3/, A .58, f.l -.05, 6
0

1. 56 meV, T 9.2 K
c

c) Ref. /4/, A .58, * -.02, 60 1.54 9.5f.l meV, T K
c

Both results are compared in Fig. 1. Except for the peaks around 16 and

24 meV which differ by about 0.5 meV the agreement is rather good considering

the inadequacy of the Born-von-Karman model to give a perfect fit to the data

of /1/. Up to 15 meV both results are identical. This also underlines their

findings that for niobium at small frequencies there exists an unusual

deviation from the Debye spectrum.

In order to get some information on the electron-phonon coupling function

a 2 (1'iw) , the tunneling densi ties of states a 2 (1i.w) • F (11w) from Ref. /2/, /3/,

and /4/ are compared with F(fW) in Fig. 2, a), b), and c) respectively. In

this representation the Eliashberg functionsa 2
(flw) • F ef!w) and F (l1w) were

normalized to unity. Whilst the overall shape and the positions of the

peaks in the tunneling data agree with the neutron data (especially Ref. /3/

and /4/) all three lack intensity for the longitudinal peak. Ref. /3/ states

that this disagreement is the main reason that the microscopic parameters

A and f.l* differ so strongly from the values predicted by the strong coupling

theory of superconductivity. In fact best agreementfor a 2 F with F was found

. *for a negatlve f.l ~ - .05 and A~ .58 in comparison with the theoretical

*expectations of f.l = + .13 and A = .82. The data from Ref. /2/ seem to

verify this: a positive f.l* ~ + .051 and a high value for A = .81 lead to a

worse agreement with the phonon density of states. For a more detailed
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representation and explanation of the Eliashberg funetion in Fig. 2c see

Ref. /4/ in this report.

The frequeney dependenee of the eleetron-phonon coupling funetion a 2 (w)

eannot aeeurately be determined, as long as the tunneling data differ amongst

eaeh other as they do. If the longitudinal peak gains intensity as tunneling

teehniques improve, only a small shift in the energy seale is neeessary to get

a rather eonstant a 2 (w).
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1. 14 Investigations of the Polymerie Metal

Part I: Lattiee Dynamies

(SN) x

a b b c
L. pintschovius, H. Wendel , H.J. Stolz, A. otto , H. Kahlert ,

and R. currat
d

a
Xerox Research Center, Palo, Alto, U.S.A.

bMax-Planck-Institut für Festkörperforschung, Stuttgart

CLudwig-Boltzmann-Institut für Fes tkörperforschung, Vienna, Austria

d. . bl
Inst~tut Laue Langev~n, Greno e, France

The results of our Raman and IR studies and of the first inelastie

neutron seattering experiments on

publieation:

(SN) have been eolleeted in the following
x
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Acoustic and Optical Phonons in (SN) x

H.J. Stolz, H. Wendel, A. Otto, L. Pintschovius, and H. Kahlert,

Phys. Stat. Sol. (b) ~, 277 (1976)

Abstract

Measurements are made of both polarized and unpolarized Raman spectra and

IR reflection and transmission spectra of epitaxial films of polysulfur

nitride (SN) on mylar substrates as well as of single crystals. The dispersion
x

of acoustic phonons of (SN) is measured for small wave vectors parallel and
x

in two directions perpendicular to the chain axis by means of inelastic neutron

scattering. Force constants are estimated from a simple model.

The inelastic neutron scattering investigations have been continued at

the ILL Grenoble. The LA-branch in chain direction and a low lying optic

mode have been measured up to the zone boundary. The first results suggested

the occurrence of a pronounced anomaly in the LA-branch in the vicinity of

the zone boundary (see Fig. 1). However, later investigations at other

reciprocal lattice points indicated that the observed intensity distribution

was presumably caused by a crossing of several branches (Fig. 2). This inter

pretation is backed by preliminary results of a calculation based on a vdlence

force model.

N
:c
I- 4
>

3

~SOL
2 3 4 5 6 7 8

~= b· q/ 2n: ~

Fig. 1 Intensity contours of longitudinal phonons in chain direction, measured

at reciprocal lattice points (1 3 + E, 0). Background and incoherent

scattering have been subtracted.
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Fig. 2 Dispersion relation of longitudinal phonons traveling in chain direction

(.extended zone scheme). The different symbols refer to measurements at

different reciprocal lattice points.

Due to the loss of our sampie the investigations have not yet been completed.

Meanwhile we were able to grow several crystals with volumes between 20 and

50 mm
3

. Co-alignment of 14 crystals will yield a sample about twice as large
3as the first one (12 crystals with a total volume of 0.2 cm ). Using this

sample we will extend

at the ILL Grenoble.

our investigations to low temperatures in June 1977

Part II Optical Studies of the Electronic Transport Properties

H.P. Gesericha , W. Möllerb , G. scheibera, and L. Pintschovius

aInstitut für Angewandte Physik der Universität Karlsruhe

bInstitut für Didaktik der Physik der Universität Karlsruhe

Our investigations of the optical reflectance in (SN) single crystals have
x

been continued. The results are reported in the following publication:
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Optical Investigation of the Electrical Anisotropy of (SN) Single Crystals
x

H.P. Geserich, W. Möller, G. Scheiber, and L. Pintschovius

Phys. Stat. Sol. (b) 80, 119 (1977)

Abstract

Polarized reflectance spectra of (SN) single crystals are investigated
x

in the range from 0.15 to 4 eV. For light polarized parallel to the polymerie

chains the Drude behaviour found previously is confirmed. The optical

properties perpendicular to the chains, however, are explained by a modified

Maxwell-Garnett model. This model takes into account the fibrous structure

of (SN) crystals and allows to separate the intrinsic and extrinsic
x

transverse transport properties.

Part 111 Neutron Diffraction Study of the Crystal Structure

of (SN)
x

G. Heger, S. Kleina, L. Pintschovius, and H. Kahlert
b

aSonderforschungsbereich 127, Fachbereich Geowissenschaften

der Universität Marburg

bLudwig-Boltzmann Institut für Festkörperphysik, Vienna, Austria

The analysis of the data of our neutron diffraction study has been completed.

The results are published in a paper the abstract of which is given below:

Determination of the Crystal Structure of (SN) by Neutron Diffraction
x

G. Heger, S. Klein, L. Pintschovius, and H. Kahlert

to be published in Journal of Sol. State Chem.

Abstract

The structure of the (SN) polymer metal has been redetermined at room tem-
x

perature by using neutron diffraction on single crystals. It is characterized

by endless strands of N and S atoms with equal intrachain distances of

d(S-N). t = 1.585~. The interchain bond angles at Sand N atoms are
ln ra

107.0 and 120.30
, respectively. The shortest interchain distances,

(d(S-N). t = 3.26 ~, d(N-N). t = 3.34 ~ and d(S-S). t = 3.47 ~),
ln er ln er ln er

are in the range of the sum of the van der Waals radii. Besides the N and S

sites of the ordinary strands additional defect sites were found.
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InelasticNeutron Scattering from Diacetylene Polymers

a
B. Renker, P. Schweiß, and G. Wegner

aInstitut für Makromolekulare Chemie, Universität Freiburg

Diacetylene polymers are linear chain compounds which are obtained by

solid, state polymerisation and whereof large and perfect single crystals

have been grown /1/. The polymer backbone exists in two resonance forms

. . .
R" /

C=C=C=C
,/ , "-

R .. .
,f' .. ·

C=C-C
'R

whereby the latter one is largely preferred. Conductivity measurements show

an anisotropy 011/0 1. ~ 10
3

. Since the electronic gap is about 2 eV these
-13 -1 -1

compounds have only a low dark conductivity 0 ~ 10 ~ cm . The

mechanism of solid state polymerisation as weil as the outlook that a new

class of linear conductors may be obtained by an oxidation or reduction

process make these compounds attractive for detailed investigations.

For first investigations the phonon density of states G(~W) was measured

for the monomer and polymer forms of C20H1S06S2. Phonon measurements on a

single crystal of the polym~r proved to be extremely difficult for the non

deuterated compound and therefore the present results are limited to some

few acoustical phonons.

In general the vibrational spectrum of thecompound is rather complex.

The aim of our experiments was to obtain information of the interesting

modes, by a comparison of spectra for the monomer and polymer compound. For

the monomer, rocking modes of the whole molecule within the plane of the main

chains are of interest since the corresponding elongations may be important

for the onset of polymerisation. For the polymer, modes which involve

elongations of backbone atoms are of interest since primarily these modes

might be ihfluenced by the one-dimensional electronic structure of the

compound.

Fig. 1 shows first results for G(~W) for the monomer and polymer compound.

All conditions for the experiment and the data reduction were exactly the

same in both cases thus any difference reflects the different morphology of
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Fig. 1 Comparison of the generalized phonon density of states for the linear

chain compound polydiacetylene (C H
1S

0
6
S) and its monomer

20 2 n

the samples.Generally both spectra show little structure which we attribute

to the dominant number of side chain modes .which additionally get more

weight by the large nuclear cross-sectionof hydrogen. The G(nw) spectrum

for the monomer shows a higher weight and a more pronounced structure in

the region between 10 and 20 meV. Additional excitations in this frequency

region might be caused by rocking modes of the monomer molecules as

discussed before. A connection of these excitations with the process of

polymerisation appears possible since it is weil known that polymerisation

starts already at room temperature (300 K ~ 25 meV) .
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Remarkably both spectra show a close agreement in the higher frequency

region where two maxima at 50.5 and about 63 meV are more pronounced for

the polymer. Due to the experimental technique (time-of-flight measurements

and neutron upscattering) the experimental error increases with increasing

energy transfer. Any specific modes which correspond to transverse and

longitudinal excitations of the main backbone chain do not show up in the

polymer spectrum. Possibly a weak line which appears at about 65 meV in the

Raman spectrum /2/ and which involves small displacements of backbone atoms

caused by side group normal modes correspond3to the shoulder at about 63meV.

Better results in view of the questions discussed before appear possible

if deuterated compounds are available.
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1.16 The Phonon Densities of States of Trigonal and Vitreous

Selenium

F. Gompf

The structure of trigonal Se consists of covalently bonded helical chains

which wind around the triad screw axis of the crystal. The helices contain

three atoms per turn which form the unit cello Selenium may be considered to

be molecular in character, with molecules of infinite chains. The closest

distance between atoms in adjacent chains is 3.46 ~ as compared to the intra

chain length of 2.32 ~ (3.69 ~ to the second neighbor).

The structure of amorphous Se is lattice-like and as H. Richter reports

in /1/ exists in 3 forms Se(I), Se(ll) and Se(lll) depending on various

ways of preparation. We have investigated Se(I1) (vitreous Se) which exists

in the form of plane zigzag chains. For Se(11) the distance between atoms
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Comparison of the phonon

density of states for

trigonal selenium with the

experimentally determined

dispersion relations and a

shell model calculation of

Teuchert /4/.
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Fig. 2 Comparison of the phonon density of states for trigonal selenium with

that of vitreous selenium.
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in adjacent chains increases to 3.86 ~ while the intrachain distances remain

the same. This modification can be prepared by heating crystalline Se up to

450
0

C and quenching it in ice-water. In order to check for remaining Ses-rings

one can use the method of Popov /2/ who showed that CH
2

J
2

dissolves the

monomeric ring-shaped molecules only.Our starting material was purchased

from Kochlight (99.9997 purity). The structure of both modifications was

checked with X-ray diffraction as well as with neutron diffraction.

With the help of inelastic neutron scattering at TOF II with an incident

neutron energy of 5.0 meV we have determined their phonon densities of states

Fffiw). This seemed of interest since:

a) For trigonal Se the phonon dispersion relations have been measured /3/,/4/

but no physically meaningful model has yet been able to give a good fit

to those data and subsequently Fffiw) has not been calculated.

b) Comparing F(~W) of both modifications should help to interpret and under

stand the vibrations in vitreous Se.

c) The increase of the interchain distance and the plane largely enmeshed

zigzag chains of the vitreous state make Se(II) a suitable candidate to

test modelswhich have been developed for isolated chains in high polymers.

In Fig. 1 we show the phonon density of states of trigonal Se. The measurement

has partially been corrected for resolution. The strongly structured spectrum

agrees well with the measured dispersion relations of Teuchert /4/. In Fig. 2

we compare the Fffiw) for both modifications. At first sight the similarity

seems striking considering that we are going from the crystalline to the

vitreous state. A closer look however reveals that in some details these

two modifications are quite different. In Fig.3a we give a more detailed

view of the lower acoustic part of Fffiw) where each dot represents a truly

measured point.

Stockmayer and Hecht /5/ developed a model with a monoatomic tetragonal

lattice for chain polymeric crystals in which the masses within the linear

chain are bound by strong valence forces and the interchain forces are of a

weak van der Waals' type. Such assumptions lead to two typical types of modes:

a) streching modes where the chain members are elongated in the direction

of the chain axis and

b) bending modes where the chain members are elongated perpendicular to the

chain axis.
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The stretching modes show a "normal" behaviour by means of their phonon

dispersion relations (see Bauer /6/). The bending modes however display
+

the W~ /k/ behaviour for very small W's only and than curve in a convex
+ +

manner in relation to the /k/-axis for /k/ ~ K
BZ

/
2

which gives rise to

strong intensity contributions for this w-region. The curvature depends

on the relation of the elastic constants K/a (K = stiffness of the valence

angles, a = strength of binding between interchain next neighbors) and the

relation of the distances c/a (c = intrachain n.n. distance, a = interchain

n.n. distance) and will be largest for polymers with isolated chains.

According to this behaviour /5/ and later in a more sophisticated approach

Genensky and Newell /7/ show that for strongly uncoupled chains the frequency

range over which Ffflw) ~ w2 holds is unusually short, followed by a range

where F({(W) is proportional to w
3

/
2

. In the model of /5/ this dependence

extends from about 5 % to 13 % of W the cutoff frequency of the spectrum.
maX

Kirkwood /8/ has shown that going from linear chains to zigzag chains

additionally introduces optical modes and torsional modes but this does

not principally alter the statements of /5/ for the lower acoustic part of

the spectrum.

As seen in Fig.3b for trigonal Se the w2 -dependence seems to go up to

3 meV only. Then going towards the first peak in F (l1w) the power ofw

increases and F (1'iw) remains approximately proportional
2.7

3to W between

and 4.5 meV. For vitreous Se however this lower acoustic part of 'the spectrum

hWlmeVl
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bl

3.0 4.02.0
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Fig. 3a and 3b Enlarged view of the lower acoustic part of the selenium

spectra
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Fig. 4a and 4b The specific heat c for both modifications of selenium as
V

deduced from their phonon densities of states

differs strikingly and can be devided into three parts: a) a rather small

range (only up to 1.6 meV) where F~W) ~W2 holds. b) From 1.6 meV to 2.7 meV

where F (1i.w) is proportional to w
3

/
2

• c) From 2.7 to about 4 meV where F (11w)

seems to displayalinear proportionality to W. a) and b) are in good

accordance with the theoretical predictions of /5/ and /7/. Fffiw) ~ W can

be interpreted with the model of Weik and Tsobanis /9/ who have proposed

such a law for the lower frequencies of the polyethylene spectrum, stating

that the overwhelming part of lattice vibrations in polyethylene are

elongations perpendicular to the chain axis, giving these bending modes a

two dimensional character within an isolated zigzag chain.

As seen in Fig. 2 around 12 and 16 meV, where strong contributions to

F(~W) for trigonal Se seem to be caused by torsional modes (see Fig. 1 and

/4/), a pronounced decrease of intensity can be registered for the vitreous

modification. This could be explained with Kirkwood's /8/ model for high

polymers with zigzag chains who shows that for a three dlmensional polymer

there exists a low (close to the gap) and flat optical torsional mode which
-+

comes down and degenerates into an acoustic mode (w -+ 0, /k/ -+ 0) for the

isolated zigzag chain.

Newell /10/ and /7/ show that for stretching modes F' (l'lw) tries to become

infinite for W as one-dimensionality is approached. If higher dimensionality
max

exists for polymerie chains the high frequency end of the spectrum becomes

finite and the center of the broadend peak is moved towards smaller frequencies.

This trend can be seen in Fig. 2 where the high weil separated optical modes of
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Se(II) lie about 2 meV higher than those of trigonal Se, which again

demonstrates the decrease of dimensionality of the vitreous modification.

The specific heat c which can be deduced from the phonon spectra is
v

shown as a function of temperature in Fig.4a and compared with the ex-

versus T

T
3 . 1lS on y

perimental points of DeSorbo /10/ for trigonal Se. In Fig. 4b c
v

is shown in a log-log-scale. For trigonal Se the Debye law c ~
v

valid up to 10 K. Down to 7 K such a proportionality could not be found for
2

~ T holds.the vitreous modification, however we do see, that up to 10 K c
v

This again is in good accordance with the model of /5/ who show that

adherenceof the heat capacity to a T
2

law does not necessarily imply a

layer lattice structure but over a short range of low temperatures should

also exist for high polymerie chains.
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1.17 The Frequency Distribution of KCN and NaCN from Inelastic

Neutron Scattering of Powders

" k b abc "11 b d k d
N. Nuc er, J. Dau ert , H. Jex , K. Knorr , M. Mu ner, an J.-B.Suc

aTU München, Reaktorstation, 8046 Garching

b
IKF der J.W. Goethe Universität, 6000 Frankfurt am Main

c
J. Gutenberg Universitä~6500 Mainz

dInstitut Laue Langevin, F-38042 Grenob1e, France

In KCN and NaCN adetermination of the complete phonon dispersion relation

applying inelastic neutron scattering from single crystals turned out to be

very difficult /1,2/. At room temperature one phonon signals with energies

above about 15 meV could not be well resolved due to large anharmonicity and

phonon-libron interaction. Cooling of the crystals is not possible because

of their destructive phase transitions.
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Fig. 1 Phonon density of states of NaCN at 5 K and 300 K
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Therefore we determined the density of states using inelastic neutron

scattering with time-of-flight technique from powdered sampies. The measure-

ments at different temperatures (KCN T = 5, 50, 77, 95, 145, 180, 295 K and

NaCN T = 5, 100, 140, 200, 295 K) were performed on IN4/HFR Grenoble and on

TOF2/FR2 Karlsruhe. The available data cover all three phases of the crystalsi

the energy ranges up to 40 meV. Fig. 1 presents the data from NaCN at two

temperatures. At room temperature the spectrum is almost smeared out while

the low temperature data at 5 K show weil resolved peaks coinciding with

the Raman data by Dultz /3/. Considering all our data and comparing with

theoretical calculations we conclude that the two phase transitions have

little effect on the spectrum. The dominant effect is anharmonicity which

is due to the large amplitudes of the librational motion of the CN-molecules

and - in the higher temperature phases - due to the statistical orientation

of the molecules.
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1.18

Abstract

Structure Factor of Expanded Liquid Rubidium up to 1400 K

and 200 bar

R. Block, J.-B. Suck
a
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The structure factor of liquid rubidium has been measured for densities
-3

between 1.42 and 0.98 g cm and temperatures up to 1400 K in a region of

momentum transfer between 0.2 and 2.5 ~-1. The first maximum of the structure
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factor is shifted to lower momentum transfers and broadened with decreasing

densities. The comparison of the results with a hard-core model shows that a

temperature-dependent hard-core radius is needed to fit the data. Using the

measured structure factors the conductivity of the liquid was calculated

within the NFE model. The results agree satisfactorily with those of a

recent measurement.
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STRUCTURE AND MAGNETISM

2.1 Local Susceptibilities in Dilute PdNi Alloys

J. Fink, G. Czjzek, H. Schmidt, K. Tomala
a

, and F.E. Obenshain
b

aGuest scientist from Jagiellonian University, Cracow, Poland,under

IAEA-fellowship

b Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn. 37830, U.S.A.

The properties associated with local spin fluctuations in nearly magnetic

dilute alloys and their variation with the approach to the magnetically

ordered state have found considerable interest. The Pd-Ni system, in

particular, has been studied extensively by measurements of bulk properties

such as magnetic susceptibility and electrical resistivity. Complementary

information on local properties of the nearly magnetic centers as for example

Ni in PdNi alloys which may be derived from measurements of hyperfine

interactions is important for testing theoretical models proposed for these

alloys.

We have investigated the local susceptibility of Ni atoms in dilute PdNi

alloys in the concentration range 0.5 to 3 at % by measurements of the magnetic

hyperfine fieldsat 61Ni nuclei in external magnetic fields up to 50 kOe and

in the temperature range from 1.1 to 140 K. In addition, we have measured the

bulk susceptibility of the absorber samples in the same temperature range and

in magnetic fields up to 60 kOe by Faraday'smethod.

For all concentrations the individual lines of the hyperfine spectrum are

broadened due to a distribution of hyperfine fields. The width of the

distribution increases with increasing nickel concentration. For c . > 1 at%
N~ ~

the observed spectra are well described by a superposition of two components

for which the hyperfine fields differ strongly. For c
Ni

= 1 to 1.5 at % the

relative intensities of the two components correspond to the concentration

of isolated Ni atoms and of Ni pairs respectively. For given external field

H t the ratio of the hyperfine field and thus of the local susceptibility
ex
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of dilute PdNi alloys with e . = 1, 1.5, 2, and 3 at %.
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(b) Coneentration dependenee of the Curie-Weiß temperature e derived

from the high-temperature slopes of the eurves shown in Fig. la.
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of paired to that of isolated Ni atoms is 1.8. At low temperatures (T$50 K)

the variation of the hyperfine field of both eomponents with temperature and

with H t does not show the behaviour eharaeteristie for loeal magnetie moments.
ex

As in bulk measurements the eontributions from different eomponents are

not separated, we have to use averages of our data for eomparison with bulk

results. The mean value of the magnetie hyperfine field, <H
hf

>, is

proportional to H t for e , < 1 at %. For higher nickel eoneentrations,
ex Nl-

the slope d<Hhf~dHextdeereases with inereasing Hext at low temperatures

(T ~ 50 K). In zero external field we find no magnetie hype~fine splitting

down to 1.1 K in all samples with e . < 2 at %.
Nl -

The temperature dependenee of the inverse loeal suseeptibility,
-1X = H /<H > for H = 20 kOe is shown in Fig. la. The gradual
Ni,loe ext hf ext

transition from nonmagnetie behaviour at low temperatures to a temperature

dependenee eharaeteristie for loeal moments at higher temperatures is

eonsistent with the predietions of the spin fluetuation model of Ref. /1/.
-1

For T ?: 50 K the data are well deseribed by a Curie-Weiß law, X . 1 'V (T - 8).
Nl, oe

The eoneentration dependenee of 8 derived from the lines shown in Fig. la is

presented in Fig. lb. The eoneentration e . 'V 2.4 at % at whieh 8 = 0
erlt

agrees well with the eritieal eoneentration for magnetie ordering determined

by Murani et al. /2/.

The additional magnetization per nickel impurity 6M , = (M 11 - M d)/N .
Nl A oy P Nl

M . 1 + oM d (where oM d is the additional magnetization indueed by a Ni
Nl, oe P P

impurity in the Pd matrix) derived from bulk magnetization measurements for

H t = 20 kOe shows a qualitatively similar temperature dependenee as
eX

X . 1 . However, the ratio R = 6M ,/<H f> 'V 1 + oM d/M . deereases with in-
Nl, oe Nl h P Nl

ereasing temperature for e , < 2 at %. This result indieates a substantial
Nl -

magnetization OMpd of the Pd matrix around a Ni impurity at low temperatures.

For high temperatures R tends towards the value ~Ni/<Hhf> found in ferromagnetie

alloys for e . 'V 10 at %.
Nl
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2.2 Hyperfine Interactions in Intermetallic Compounds of Gd

with 3d-Transition Metals

G. Czjzek, J. Fink, H. Schmidt, and K. Tomala
a

aGuest scientist from Jagiellonian University, Cracow, poland, under

IAEA-fellowship

Intermetallic rare earth-transition metal compounds have received con

siderable interest because of the variety of their magnetic properties and
155

their importance for technical applications. Using EuPd as source we have

observed the nuclear resonance absorption of 155Gd in GdT
2

, T = Mn, Fe, Co,

Ni; GdT
3

, T = Fe, Co, Ni; GdT
5

, T = Co, Ni; Gd2C~7' and Gd
6

Mn
23

. The results

reported here are obtained for absorber temperatures of 4.2 K. By measurements

in an external magnetic field of 50 kOe, the sign of the magnetic hyperfine

field has been determined unambiguously in several cases.

A linear relationship between the values of the magnetic hyperfine

fields at Gd-nuclei (H
Gd

) and those at Dy-nuclei (H
Dy

) in corresponding

compounds has been established from our results and Dy-data taken from the

literature /1/. This relation appears to hold irrespective of the symmetry

of the rare earth sites. From this fact we infer that crystal field induced

variations of the Dy-moment are negligible in these compounds. Thus, changes

of the hyperfine fields have to be ascribed to varying conduction electron

polarizations. The linear relationship between H
Dy

and H
Gd

implies that the

conduction electron polarisation induced by the 4f moments is directly

related to that caused by the 3d moments.

The experimentally determined electric field gradients V
exp

are
zz

remarkably constant at sites of given symmetry with the exception of GdNi
3

.

From a camparisan of the experimental results with point charge calculations

of the lattice contribution Vlat it follows that the effective charges of
zz

Fe, Co andNi in a given type of compound are almost the same, only the Ni

charge in GdNi
3

may be somewhat smaller than that of Fe and Co in GdFe
3

and
exp lat .

GdCo
3

, respectively. In the G:ompounds GdT
3

the ratios V
zz

/v
zz

are qUlte

different at sites of different symmetry for any reasonable choice of the

effective charges. We conclude that the conduction electron contributions

differ considerably at different sites.
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. ff b th 1 d' . 155 d 1" hDl erences etween e e ectron ensltles at G -nuc el ln t ese

compounds and that in Gd-metal have been derived from isomer shifts measured

with respect to our source. The hypothesis of a near-complete d-electron

transfer from Gd to Fe in GdFe
2

proposed in Ref. /2/ is not supported by our

data. It would lead to a significant increase of the electron density at

the Gd-nuclei in GdFe
2

compared to that in metallic Gd - in clear contradiction

to our experimental results - if it is not accompanied by a comparable

s-electron transfer. The latter appears unlikely in view of the lower s-electron

density of states near the Fermi energy. The electron density at Gd-nuclei

in sites of trigonal and hexagonal sYmmetry is significantly lower than that

in cubic and nearly cubic sites indicating a loss of 6s-character of the

conduction electrons at sites ofaxial symmetry. This may be explained by

a stronger admixture of the 5d- and/or 6p-states in the conduction electron

wave function caused by the axial crystal field.
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2.3 Hyperfine Interactions at 155 Gd Nuclei in Pseudobinary

Alloys Gd(Fe
1

CO)2 and Gd(Fe
1

Al)2
-x x -x x

G. Czjzek, J. Fink, H. Schmidt, G. Wiesingera, and M.J. Besnus
b

aInstitut für Experimentalphysik, Technische Universität Wien

bLaboratoire Pierre-Weiss, Universite Strasbourg

In continuation of our studies of intermetallic compounds between Gd and

transition metals we have started investigations of pseudobinary alloys

Gd(Fe
1

M)2 with M = Co, Al. The cubic C15 structure is stable for all con
-x x

centrations for Co-alloys whereas in alloys with Al in the concentration
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range 0.4 ~ x $ 0.7 phase mixtures of cubic ciS and hexagonal c14 structure

are obtained.

Here we report on results derived from i55Gd-Mößbauer spectra of sampies

with CiS structure. They are shown in Fig. 1 as function of the concentrationx:

(a) average magnetic hyperfine fields <H
hf

> in Gd(Fe,Co)2 and Gd(Fe,Al)2; and

for Ge(Fe,Co)2: (b) width of the field distribution expressed in terms of the

second moment M
2

(H) = <H 2> - <H>2, (c) isomer shift and (d) recoilless fraction.
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Fig. 1 Concentration dependence of hyperfine interactions at 155Gd nuclei in

pseudobinary alloys Gd(Fe M).
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(a) Average hyperfine field in Gd(Fe Co )2:
i-x x

(----X----) and in Gd(Fe Al) (--0--)
i-x x 2

(b) Width of the field distribution expressed in terms of the second

<H
2> - <H>2 in Gd (Fe 1 Co) 2

-x x
in Gd(Fe

i
CO)2

-x x
(d) Recoilless fraction in Gd(Fe Co)

i-x x 2
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b · f 155 d' d( 1) 11 11The a sorptlon speetra 0 G ln G Fe,A 2 a oys are not we

deseribed by a field distribution eentered about one average value <H
hf

>.

Good fits are obtained only if we assurne a superposition of two eomponents

eentered about two different fields (in Fig. 1 the weighted averages over

both eomponents are shown). By measurements in an external field of 50 kOe

we have determined both fields in Fe-rieh alloys to be positive, whereas

in Al-rieh alloys the hyperfine field of both eomponents is negative. The

bulk magnetization was found to vary linearily with x between 0 and 1. This

result indieates that the Fe atoms have the same moment as in GdFe
2

, eoupled

antiferromagnetieally to the Gd moments, at all eoneentrations. Thus, the

transferred hyperfine field at Gd sites due to Fe moments whieh is strongly

positive in GdFe
2

obviously is negative for Fe atoms replaeing Al in GdA1
2

for Fe eoneentrations up to ~ 25 %. The eause for this different behaviour

may be assoeiated either with the larger lattiee parameter of GdA1
2

eompared

to that of GdFe
2

or else with a different response of the eonduetion eleetrons

to the Fe moments in the two eompounds.

In the alloys Gd(Fe
1

CO)2 the average magnetie hyperfine field (Fig. 1a)
-x x

and the isomer shift (Fig. 1e) vary linearily with x in the range 0 < x :S 0.4

and again for 0.5 ~ x < 1, but with different slopes in these two regions of

eoneentration. Near x 0.4 to 0.5 also signifieant ehanges of the Debye-

Waller faetor (Fig. 1d) and of the width of the hyperfine field distribution

(Fig. 1b) are observed.

For x:S 0.5 the seeond moment M
2

(H) of the field distribution is proportional

to x . (1 - x) as expeeted when the hyperfine field at a Gd nueleus is determined

by the number of iron and cobalt atoms within a finite region around it. From the

slope of <H
hf

> vs. x and the variation of M
2

(H) with x we derive a range of
o st rd

approximately 6 A embraeing about 40 3d atoms (1 to 3 eoordination shell

on the 3d sublattiee) .

The inereased values of M
2

(H) for x> 0.5 indieate a shorter range of in

fluenee for Co-rieh alloys. However, a similar analysis is not possible in

this region as the observed line broadening does not tend to zero for pure

GdCo 2 ·

An interpretation of the results obtained in Gd(Fe,Co)2 alloys may be based

on the assumption of weak ferromagnetism (that is, holes both in the majority

and minority-spin subbands) for the d-bands in GdFe
2

and strong ferromagnetism

(holes in the minority-spin subband only) for the d-bands in GdCo
2

. A break in
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the concentration dependence of Gd hyperfine interactions in mixtures may

then be expected at that concentration where the majority-spin subband is

just filled. At this point the part of the Fermi surface associated with

majority-spin electrons disappears and the ensuing rather sudden change

of the total density of states at the Fermi energy may lead to a change

of the binding forces and thus of the Debye-Waller factor.

2.4 Crystal Electric Fields in Rare-Earth-M
3

Compounds

w. Groß
a

, K. Knorr
b

, P. v. Blanckenhagen,and A.P. Murani
c

aphysikalisches Institut der Universität Frankfurt

bInstitut für Physik der Universität Mainz

cInstitut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble, France

The temperature dependence of the magnetlc susceptibility and the specific

heat of many RE-M
3

compounds have been used to determine the crystal field

parameters /1 - 3/. As the results could not been interpreted unambiguously

so far it seemed interesting, to investigate the crystal field transitions

directly by the method of inelastic neutron scattering. These measurements

have been started on the pr-M
3

compounds (M = In, Tl, Pb, Sn) /4/. They have

been extended to compounds containing heavy rare earth ions (RE = Er, HOi

M = In, Tl, Pb).

The inelastic neutron scattering experiments on polycrystalline sampies in

the paramagnetic state were mainly carried out on the spectrometer IN7 at the

ILL Grenoble. In addition we have been able to resolve two low lying crystal

field transitions in ErT1
3

at 2.0 and 2.7 meV, on the cold neutron spectro

meter (r4AG2) at the FR2. The present neutron spectra show at least two weil

resolved crystal field transitions for the Er-compounds and for HOPb
3

, but

less information is available for HOIn
3

and HOT1
3

.

On the spectrometer MAG1 at the FR2 we checked the crystal structure of

the sampies and determined the magnetic ordering temperature for those
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compounds, for which it was not known before (HOT1
3

: T
N

ErT1
3

: T
N

= 6 ± 1 K).

17 ± 1 Ki

The final analyses of the data including the determination of the crystal

field parameters is still in work.
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2.5 Crystal Field Transition in LaO.85Tbo.15Sn3

Investigated by Inelastic Neutron Scattering

P.v.Blanckenhagen and H.E. Hoenig
a

aphysikalisches Institut der Universität Frankfurt

In LaO.85Tbo.15Sn3 the crystal field is responsible for the coexistence

of superconductivity and van Vleck antiferromagnetism of short range /1/.

With the present investigation we successfully applied inelastic neutron

scattering to a direct spectroscopy of the low lying crystal field states
3+ .

of Tb ln superconducting LaO.85Tbo.15Sn3. The measurements were per-

formed on the spectrometers MAGl and MAG2 /2/ in the time-of-flight mode

of operation with Eo = 3.07 meV at 1.7, 4.5, 11, 25 and 77 K and with

E = 13.6 meV at 6, 50 and 300 K.o

The spectra for 1.7 and 4.5 K show a crystal field transition at 0.6 meV

with a line width large compared with the instrumental resolution. No dis

persion was observed for this transition in the range of momentum transfer
0-1

from 0.3 to 1.5 A . At higher temperatures the quasi-elastic line and the
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inelastic peak are increasingly broadened. No significant peaks have been

observed in the energy-loss-spectra for E o = 13.6 meV at 6 and 50 K,

whereas the spectra measured at 300 K show some peaks which are obviously

due to maxima of the phonon density of states.

The observed crystal field transition at 0.6 meV is compatible with our

data for the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility and the

specific heat.
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2.6 A Single Crystal Neutron Diffraction Study of CS
2

PbCu(N0 2 )6

at 313 K and the a + ß Phase Transition

S. Klein
a

aSFB 127, Fachbereich Geowissenschaften der Universität Marburg

Nitrocomplexes A~PbCU(N02)6 (A : Cs, Rb, Tl, K) exhibit strong Jahn-Teller

effects leading to distortions of the cubic symmetry in several structural

modifications /1/. For CS
2
PbCu(N0

2
)6 the sequence of structural phase

transitionshas been investigated by means of EPR - /2/ and IR-spectroscopy

/3/, polarising microscope studies /3/, and neutron diffraction on single

crystals /4/:

T
cl

Tc2
T

c3
Y ß' ß a

289 K 310 K 391 K

monoclinic. ) orthorhombic + orthorhombic ) cubic+- (

275 K 294 K 381 K

Below T
c1

a static Jahn-Teller distortion should occur. The suggested mono

clinic y-phase is probably characterized by an antiferrodistortive order of

tetragonally elongated CUN
6
-octahedra /5/. The growth of untwinned CS 2PbCU(N0 2)6
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crystals at room temperature is very difficult. Therefore neutron diffraction

measurements had to be carried out with a sampie containing two additional

smaller twins besides the dominant orientation. All efforts to grow single

crystals in the monoclinic y-phase failed until now. To analyse the static

Jahn-Teller distorted y-modification powder measurements of very high

resolution at 260 K and 77 K at .the instrument DiA in Grenoble are in

preparation.

z

\

~y

)~X

Fig. 1 CuN
6

octahedra with O-atoms of the CS
2
PbCU(N0

2
)6 in the cubica-phase.

Neutron diffraction investigations at 293 K and 323 K were not able to

clarify structural differences indicated by the phase transition at T
c2

/3/

proposed by /2/.

The discontinuous phase transition at T
c3

leads from a two dimensionally

dynamic Jahn-Teller phase (S,S') with c/a < 1 (a ~ b) to the cubic a-phase.

In the a-phase there is a fully dynamic Jahn-Teller effect causing undistorted

CuN
6

octahedra in time average (Fig. 1). The lattice constant amounts to
0++

a = 10.97 (2) A . The root-mean - square-displacements of the Cs -, Pb - and

Cu
2
+-ions lie with 0.15(1) R, 0.11 (1) ~ and 0.16(1) ~ in the usual range
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o
/4/, /6/, /7/. The values of the N- and O-atoms (in average 0.17 (1) A and

0.20 (1) ~ indicate a three dimensionally Jahn-Teller effect, because these

values normally amount to 0.13 ~ and 0.16 ~. In the orthorhombic ß-phase we

find that next to a dominant orientation we have two additional smaller twins,

whose reflections disappear at the phase transition into the cubic a-phase

(Fig. 2).

100

o

400395390385
--- ---- -I------+----_�_-----t----......,

T[K]

Fig. 2 The integral intensity of the (080)-reflex of the domain 11 at the

phase transition from the orthorhombic ß-phase to the cubica-phase

and reverse.
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2.7 Magnon Dispersion of the Quasi Two-Dimensional Heisenberg

N. Lehner, v. wagner
a

, G. Heger, and R. Geick
b

aInstitute Laue - Langevin, F-38042 Grenoble

bphysikalisches Institut der Universität Würzburg

(CD3ND3)2MnC14' abbreviated as MAMC-D, is an example of a quasi two-dimensional

Heisenberg antiferromagnet with small anisotropy /1/. Its crystal structure is

basically similar to that of Rb
2

MnC1
4

(shown in Fig. 1). For MAMC-D the Rb+-

ions are replaced by (CD
3

ND
3

)-molecules, whose orientation and reorientation

leadsto a sequence of structural phase transitions/2/. As the axes of these

dumb-bell molecules are almost aligned along ~, there results a large separation

of the Mnc1
2
-layers one from the other (~MAMC ~ 19.5 lÖ .

While the crystal structure of MAMC-D is very complicated, the arrangement

f h . 2+. d h h' 1o t e magnetlc Mn lons an t us t e magnetlc structure at ow temperatures

is rather simple. In Fig. 1 the ordering of the magnetic moment vectors of the
2+

Mn along the ~-axis is indicated by arrows. Inside the MnC1
2
-layers neighboured

moments are strictly antiparallel due to a strong antiferromagnetic super

exchange-interaction. By reasons of symmetry the magnetic interactions be-

tween adjacent MnC1
2

layers are excluded. The remaining magnetic interactions

between largely separatednext-nearest layers are extremely small.

We studied the magnetic behaviour of MAMC-D by neutron scattering on single

crystals, which were grown for the first time by E. Neumann of Konstanz

University. The experiments were performed at the IN3 tripie axis spectro

meter of the HFR in Grenoble. The sublattice magnetization has been in

vestigated by intensity measurements of the magnetic superstructure reflections

at several temperatures. In Fig. 2 the intensity of the magnetic (102-)-peak

is shown as a function of temperature. As the intensity of these superstructure

reflections is proportional to the square of the sublattice magnetization, it

may be described by a power-law:

I(T)/I(O)
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Fig. 1
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The crystal structure

and the magnetic structure

of Rb
2

MnC1
4

. The lattice

parameters are ~ = 7.2 ~

and c = 16.2 ~. For MAMC-D

h b+· 1 dt e R -lons are rep ace

by (CD
3

ND
3

)-molecules with

their axes basically parallel

to the z-direction. The

lattice constant ~ changes

to ~ = 19.5 ~. The magnetic

structure is indicated by

arrows.

2000
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ICD3ND3)2 Mn CI 4
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Fig. 2

o+-----l~--+-_+_-+-----l-_+_-_+_-+----..q!lb.__tl-_+_--~
o '1 10 20 30 40 50 60T/K

Temperature dependence öf the Bragg-intensity of the magnetic (102)

reflex of MAMC-D. The solid curve is the result of a fit with a

power-law yielding the critical exponent ß = 0.21.
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Herein ß is the critical exponent describing the temperature dependence of

the order parameter, i.e. sublattice magnetization. The results from a least

squares fit are listed in Table I together with the corresponding values for

related substances. It is remarkable that we could fit our data in the whole

temperature region, i.e. between 8 K and the Neel temperature T
N

~ 45 K.

The magnon dispersion relation of MAMC-D was measured at 8 K in [~ooJ- and

[OO~J-direction, i.e. parallel and perpendicular to the magnetic Mnc1
2
-layers

(see Fig. 3). While parallel to the layers there is a pronounced dispersion,

perpendicular to them no dispersion could be detected within our experimental

resolution (ßE = 0.15 THz). We tried to describe the dispersion in [~ooJ

direction using the model of a quasi Heisenberg antiferromagnet with weak
2+

anisotropy and magnetic interactions to the four nearest Mn neighbours

within a layer:

Y[ (H + H ) 2 _
E A

2 2 q~.
HE • cos ( 2

g. llB
where Y = h ,HA the anisotropy field and HE the exchange field. From our

fit we found

= 1.998 ± 0.040 ThZ

0.015 ± 0.005 THz

Assuming that g = 2.0 and HE

the values given in Table I.

- 2J • Z • S with Z 4 and S .§.. we calculated
2

For a comparison of our results with the data of de Jongh and Miedema /1/

(nondeuterated MAMC) and related measurements on K
2

MnF
4

and Rb
2

MnF
4

/3/, in

Table 1 the experimental data are listed together with the theoretical

predictions of the two-dimensional Ising and the three-dimensional Heisenberg

model. The overall agreement between the experimental data is satisfactory.

The Neel temperature for MAMC-D T
N

45.3 K is slightly lower than that given

by de Jongh and Miedema /1/. Heger /4/ found T
N

= 44.5 in close correspondence

to our value.
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E
[THz)

2.0

1.5

0·---------4

1.0

o

(CD3ND3'2 MnCI 4
T=8K

5
[OO~

25 o 2 3 4 5
[~OO)

Fig. 3

Table 1:

Magnon dispersion of MAMC-D at 8 K. In [OO~]-direction no dispersion

could be found. For the [OO~]-direction the solid line is the result

of the fit described in text.

Comparison of experimental data from quasi two-dimensional systems

with spin t and theoretical predictions.

ß T
N

[K] J/k [K] a = H /H
A E

10
-3

K2 MnF 4 /1/, /3/ O.15± 0.01 42.3 - 4.2 3.9 ·
Rb2MnF4 /1/, /3/ 4.7 10

-3
0.16±0.02 38.4±0.07 - 3.7 ·

/1/ 1.5 10
-3Rb2MnC14 57 - 6.2 ·

MAMC /1/ 1.1 10
-3

47 - 5.0 ·
0.10 7 (7) 10

-3MAMC-D (this work) 0.21±0.02 45.3±0.2 -4.80 ± ·
1.00 4(7) 10

-3Rb2MnC14(own results) 0.19±0.02 55.0 ± 0.2 ± 0.02 ·
2d-Ising model /1/ 0.125

3d-Heisenberg model /1/ '\., 0.36
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Our measurement yields three indications for the dominant two-dimensional

behaviour of MAMC-D:

1. the power-law to describe the sublattice magnetization holds

in a large temperature region ('V .15 T
N
~ T < T

N
)

2. within the energy resolution of our magnon measurements we

were not able to detect any dispersion in direction

perpendicular to the magnetic layers.

3. the magnons are well defined up to T
N

and visible up to

about 1.3 T
N

.

Corresponding measurements have been performed on the related Rb
2

MnC1
4

.

The results are also given in Table 1.
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2.8 Neutron Diffraction Studies on Simple Molecular Crystals

for the Determination of Electron Density Distributions

a a
G. Heger, D. Mullen , and W. Treutmann

aSFB 127, Fachbereich Geowissenschaften der Universität Marburg

In order to study the electron density distribution of simple molecular

crystals we have completed X-ray and neutron diffraction measurements on

thiourea (S = C(NH
2
)2)' urea (0 = C(NH

2
)2) and tetracyanoethylene ((NC)2C=

C(CN)2) at several temperatures. For thiourea the structure data obtained

by neutron diffraction at room temperature are to be published (abstract

below) .

For urea neutron diffraction measurements were performed at low tempera

tures in addition to earlier room temperature work /1/. Using a Displex

Split-Cycle Refrigerator (Air Products & Chemicals) on the four-eirele
o

diffraetometer P32/FR2 (A = 1.0327 A) 320 refleetion intensities were
n

measured up to 28 = 90
0

at 95 ± 10 K. The lattiee parameters of the tetragonal

unit eell of urea at this temperature were determined to a = 5.572(5)~and
o

e = 4.573(5) A. Beeause of the large ineoherent neutron scattering eross-

seetion of hydrogen, an absorption eorreetion /2/ was applied to the measured

data using an experimentally determined effeetive linear absorption eoeffieient
-1

~(NH2)2CO = 2.3 cm . For the strueture refinement in the spaee group P4~lm,

the corrected intensities were averaged over all sYllilletry equivalent reflee

tions yielding a data set of 124 ind~pendent refleetion intensities. With

anisotropie temperature faetors for all atoms we obtained a final R -factor

of 0.30. ( (R = EIIF I _. jF li/ElF I, with Fand F for the obse~ved and
F 0 e 0 0 e

ealeulated strueture faetors, respectively). The 0 = C(NH
2

)2 moleeules (Fig.1)

are nearly planar.

In eontrast to thiourea, urea shows no struetural phase transitions. This

might be exp~~ined from the different intermoleeular hydrogen bonding strengths

(Table 1): While the N-H ... O hydrogen bonds are rather strong, eharaeterized

by short H - 0 distances (1.909 Rand 1.998 R) and N - H - 0 angles elose to

linearity (168.1
0

and 147.0
0
), the eorresponding N- H... S bridges at room

temperature differ between one strong (N- H(2) ... S) and two weak (N- H(l) ... S)

bonds.
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o

H(1)

Fig. 1 The urea molecule with the thermal ellipsoides

Table 1 Comparison of the hydrogen bondings of urea (95 K) and thiourea (295K)

0= C(NH) 2) 2 N-H[~] H-O[~J N-O[~]
/H"",

Angle (N 0)

95 K

N-H(l) •••O 0.994 (11) 1.998(11) 2.982(4) 168.1 (4)°

°N-H(2) •.. 0 0.990 (11) 1. 909 (11) 2.899(4) 147.0(5)

S = C (NH 2) 2 N-H[~J H-S[ ~J N-S[~J /H~
Angle (N S)

295 K

N-H(2) .••S 1.009 (6) 2.403(6) 3.398 (3) 168.6(4f

N-H(l) ..• S 0.993(7) 2.738(11) 3.523(8) 136.2(6)0

0
N-H(l) ••• S 0.993 (7) 3.092(9) 3.677(6) 119.0(6)
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Refinement of the Structure of Thiourea: A Neutron Diffraction Studyat293K.

D. Mullen, G. Heger and W. Treutmann

to be published in Zeitschrift für Kristallographie

Abstract

The room temperature structure of thiourea was refined on the basis of new

neutron diffraction intensities. An improved R-factor of 0.057 was

obtained.

Thiourea has the orthorhombic space group Pnma (No. 62) at room temperature.

The molecule is found to be planar, with one hydrogen atom about 0.08 ~ out

of plane. This out-of-plane H atom is associated with the strongest hydrogen

bond, linking molecules in continuous chains.

The more accurate data obtained from this study are being used in an investiga

tion of bonding electron density in thiourea.

2.9 Combined X-Ray and Neutron Diffraction Study of

K2 [!t(CN)4]X
O

.
3

3H
2

0 with X = Br, Cl (KCP) between

31 K and Room Temperature

G. Heger, H.J. Deiseroth
a

, and Heinz Schulz
a

aMax-Planck-Institut für Festkörperforschung, D-7000 Stuttgart

The results of six crystal structure refinements of K2~t(CN);JXO.3·3H
2

0

with X Br, Cl (KCP) from X-ray and neutron diffraction measurements between

31 K and room temperature are presented and compared. Particular subjects of

the discussion are the parameters of the ~t(CN)4J groups, the distribution

of the water molecules, and the temperature dependence of the temperature
o

factars. The Pt-Pt distances deviate from each other by less than 0.007 A.

The ~t(CN)4Jgroups are not planar. X-ray data show a correlation between

the z-parameters of the K atoms and (CN) groups. Zero point vibrations and the

magnitude of the positional disorder of the various atoms are derived from

their temperature factars at different temperatures.

to be published in Acta Cryst. A
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Untersuchung der Wasserstoffbrückenbindungen im Schlippeschen

H. Guth and G. Heger

Das in der Photographie als Negativverstärker und Tönungsmittel verwendete

Schlippesche Salz (Na
3

SbS
4

. 9H
2

0) verdankt seine Eigenschaften insbesondere

verschiedenen Wasserstoffbrückenbindungen. Ergänzend zu Röntgenbeugungsunter

suchungen von Mereiter und Preisinger /1/ wurden Neutronenbeugungsunter

suchungen an einem volldeuterierten Na
3

SbS
4

. 9D
2
0-Kristall durchgeführt, um

2-
die Wassermoleküle mit ihren Brückenbindungen zu S -Ionengenauer zu studieren.

Der verwendete volldeuterierte Kristall wurde von S. Haussühl an der Universität

Köln hergestellt.

Für die Messung wurde ein Würfel mit einer Kantenlänge von 4 mm geschliffen

(Flächen: {1 0 O}). Dieser Probenkristall wurde in flüssigem Stickstoff abge

schreckt, um seine Mosaikstruktur zu vergrößern und so Extinktionseffekte bei

der Messung auszuschalten. Mit dem automatischen Vierkreisdiffraktometer p110

im FR2 wurden die Intensitäten von etwa 2400 Reflexen im Winkelbereich

8
0
~ 28 ~ 80

0
aufgenommen. Die Neutronenwellenlänge betrug AN = 0.926 ~.

Die Gitterkonstante von Na
3

SbS
4

. 9D
2

0 wurde mit Hilfe einer Least-Squares

Verfeinerung von 5 zentrierten Reflexen bestimmt: a = 11.97(1) ~.

Zur Verfeinerung der Kristallstruktur wurde über symmetrisch gleichwertige

Reflexe gemittelt. In der kubischen Raumgruppe P2
1

3 ergab sich somit ein Daten

satz von 912 unabhängigen Reflexintensitäten. Für die Rechnungen wurde das

Programmmsystem X-RAY'76 benutzt. Als Startparameter dienten die Atom

koordinaten aus der Röntgenstrukturbestimmung. Mit anisotropen Temperatur

faktoren wurde ein RF-Wert (R = L: 1 1F I - 1F 11 /L: 1F I) von 5.4 % erreicht.F 0 c 0

Dabei wurde festgestellt, daß die Temperaturfaktoren von Atom D(6) außer

gewöhnlich stark anisotrope Werte annehmen. Da D(6) gleichzeitig an zwei

schwachen Wasserstoffbrückenbindungen (0(3)-D(6) ... S(1) und 0(3) - D(6) .. . S(2»

beteiligt ist, wurde versucht mit einem Splitmodell (D(6) wird ersetzt durch

die Splitlagen D(61) und D(62» eine bessere Beschreibung zu erreichen (Abb.1).

Bei der Weiterverfeinerung der Struktur festigten sich diese Splitpositionen
o

mit einem Abstand D(61) - D(62) von 0.56 (2) Ai die Besetzungen beider Lagen

waren innerhalb der Fehlergrenzen jeweils 50 %. Obwohl sich an den Parametern
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der restlichen Atome keine signifikanten Änderungen ergaben, wurde mit dem

Splitmodell ein leicht verbesserter RF-Wert von 5.2 % erreicht.

Für die Wassermoleküle und ihre Wasserstoffbrückenbindungen sind die Ab

stände und Winkel in Tabelle I zusammengestellt. Es zeigt sich, daß für die

D
2
0-Moleküle die Abstände und Winkel gut übereinstimmen: die O-D-Abstände

streuen zwischen 0.949 ~ und 0.968 ~, die D-O-D-Winkel zwischen 106.7° und

107.8°. Eine Ausnahme bildet D 0(3) mit einem Abstand 0(3) - D(6) von 0.928~
2

im ungesplitteten Fall.

Tabelle I

Wasser I: vor Splittung Wasser I: nach Splittung

0(1)-0(1) : 0.968(4)R t 0(1 )-0(1)-0(2): 107.8(4)°
0(1)-0(1) : 0.966 (4)R -l 0 (1) -0 (1) -D (2) : 107.8(4)°

0(1 )-0(2): 0.949(4)R 0(1) -D(2): 0.950(4)R

0(1)-S(2) : 3.348(6)R .) 0(1)-0(1)-S(2): 175.4(4)°
O( 1) -S (2) : 3.350(6)R ·)·0(1)-D(1)-S(2) : 175.4 (3)°

0(1) -S (2) : 2.382(6)R O( 1) -S (2) : 2.386(6)R

O( 1) -0(3): 2.811 (4)R .; 0 (1) -D (2) -0 (3) : 167.7(3)°
0(1) -0(3): 2.812(4)R .) 0(1)-D(2)-0(3): 167.7(3)°

0(2)-0(3) : 1.877(5)R D (2) -0 (3) : 1.877(5)R

Wasser 11: Wasser 11:

0(2)-0(3) : 0.960(5)R -1 0 ( 3 ) -0 ( 2) - D ( 4) : 106.7(4)°
0(2)-0(3) : 0.960(5)R .) D(3)-0(2)-D(4): 106.6 (4) °

0(2)-0(4) : O.962(4)R 0(2)-D(4) : 0.963(4)R

0(2)-S(1): 3.362(6)R . ) 0 (2) -0 (3) -S (1 ) : 173.9 (4)°
0(2)-8(1) : 3.364(6)R .) 0(2)-D(3)-8(1): 173.8(3)°

0(3)-S(1) : 2.406(7)R D(3)-8(1) : 2.408 (7) R

0(2)-S(2) : 3.323(6)R -)0(2)-0(4)-8(2) : 173.2(4)°
0(2)-8(2) : 3.322(6)R .) 0(2)-D(4)-8(2): 173.2(4)°

0(4)-S(2) : 2.366(6)R 0(4)-8(2) : 2.364(6)R

Wasser 111: Wasser 111:

0(3)-0(5) : 0.959(5)R .) 0(5)-0(3)-D(6): 106.8(5)° 0(3)-D(5): 0.960(6)~ .) D(5) -0(3) -8(61): 120.9(9)°
0(3)-0(6) : 0.928 (6)R

0(3)-0(61) :0.98 (1)
.) D(5)-0(3)-D(62): 90 (1)°

0(3)-D(62) :0.96 (2)

0(3)-S(2) : 3.298(6)R ':0(3)-0(5)-8(2) : 175.9(4)° 0(3)-8(2): 3.301 (6)R ·10(3)-D(5)-8(2) : 176.1 (4) °
0(5)-8(2): 2.341 (7)R D(5)-8(2) : 2.343(7)R

o (3) -S (1) : 3.593(3)R ·.;0(3)-D(6)-8(1) : 139.8(5)° 0(3)-8 (1): 3.593(4)R .1' 0(3) -0(61) -8(1): 159 (1 )0
D(6)-S(1): 2.834 (6)R 0(61)-8(1) :2.66 (1)R

0(3)-8(2): 3.599(6)R .: 0(3)-0(6)-8 (2): 137.0(5)° 0(3)-8(2) : 3.596(6)R ..) 0(3)-0(62)-8(2): 159 (1)°
0(6)-S(2) : 2.865(8)R 0(62)-8(2) :2.69 (2)R

D
2
0(1) besitzt je eine Wasserstoffbrücke zum Schwefel (0(1) - D(l) ... S(2))

und zum Sauerstoff des dritten Wassermoleküls (0(1) - D(2) ... 0(3)). D
2
0(2)

hat zwei gleichwertige Wasserstoffbrücken 0(2) - D(3) ... S(l) und

0(2) - D(4) ... S(2) zu Schwefelatomen. D
2
0(3) hat auch eine normale Wasser

stoffbrückenbindung 0(3) - D(5) ... S(2) zum Schwefel. Für die üblichen

o - D... S-Brückenbindungen findet man D-S-Abs tände zwischen 2.3 4 ~ und 2. 41 ~

und O-D-S-Winkel von 173.8° bis 176.1°. Die Wasserstoffbrücke von 0(1) zu

0(3) ist ebenfalls fast linear (~ (0(1) - D(2) - 0(3) = 167.7°) mit einem

0(1) - 0(3) - Abstand von 2.81 ~.
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Eine Ausnahme bilden die Wasserstoffbrückenbindungen 0(3) - D(6) ... S

(Abb. 1). Es gibt hier zwei praktisch gleichwertige Möglichkeiten 0(3) - D(6)

... S(l) und 0(3) - D(6) ... S(2) mit D-S-Abständen von 2.83 R bzw. 2.87 ~ und

Winkeln O-D-S von 139.8
0

bzw. 137.0
0

(im ungesplitteten Modell). Diese

Bindungen sind offensichtlich bedeutend schwächer ausgeprägt. Im Splitmodell

(D(6) + D(61), D(62» sind die Unterschiede in den Bindungslängen und -winkeln

weniger deutlich. Man findet D-S-Abstände von 2.66 Rbzw. 2.69 ~ und O-D-S-
o

Winkel von 159 . Während die 0(3) - D(61,62)-Abstände mit den üblichen Werten

übereinstimmen (0.96 Rbzw. 0.98 ~), ergeben sich bei der Splitmodellver

feinerung gravierende Unterschiede für D(5) - 0(3) - D(61,62)-Winkel (120.9
0

bzw. 90
0

). Möglicherweise wird durch die zusätzliche Wasserstoffbrücke

0(1) - D(2) ... 0(3) eine Schwächung der innermolekularen Kräfte des D
2
0(3)

erreicht, was eine starke Winkeldeformation des dritten Wassermoleküls er-

klären könnte.

c

o (1) ~
5(1)

/.'
I:'

I:'
/."

/ .
0(1) /........ 05(2)

~~2) CD(61)<:.:· ;:::.;;.;.::;:;:--
"...... . "'"..... .,.

o~3) .,/ 0(62)

0(5)
I

@5(2)

b

Abb. 1 Wasser III mit Umgebung

Bei Beugungsuntersuchungen erhält man nur ein gemitteltes Bild der

Struktur; man kann dabei nicht direkt zwischen statischer Fehlordnung und

dynamischen Effekten unterscheiden. Deshalb könnten erst Neutronenbeugungs

untersuchungen bei tiefen Temperaturen entscheiden,ob eine statische Fehl

ordnung entsprechend dem Splitmodell für das dritte Wassermolekül vorliegt.
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2.11 Hyperfine Interactionsof Neutron Activated 28 Al in

Sapphire

H.-J. Stöckmann, H. Ackermann, D. Dubbers, F. Fujara, M. Grupp,

P. Heitjans, and A. Körblein

Physikalisches Institut der Universität Heidelberg, Germany

and

Institute Laue - Langevin, F-38042 Grenoble

Hyperfine interactions of the ß emitter 28Al have been studied in A1
2

0
3

by in-beam nuclear magnetic resonance. The transition frequencies yield the

20 . I IAl magnetlc moment p = 3.24(2)]JN and the quadrupole coupling constant

le 2qQ/hl = 2.8(2) MHz.

capture of

to 28Si shows

I = 3) are produced by
28

The Al ß-decay

of the 28Al ground state.

Polarized 28Al nuch~i (T = 3.26 min,

polarized neutrons in a A1
2

0
3

single crystal.

an asymmetry proportional to the polarization
20 . 28 .

Sl decaysto the S:l. ground state (Fig. 1). Because of the short lifetime

oi' the excited 28Si state an alignment of the 28Al ground state can be

de'tected by a y-ray anisotropy. An alignment may be produced by reorientation

oi' the originally purely dipolar polarization (created by the neutron capture

process) due to internal or external fields /2/.

"(= 3.26m 3+

~,2.9Mev

3-0.75 2+

'( I.EI MeV
0+

Fig. 1

Part of the decay scheme of

28Al (data taken from /1/) .

6
A1

2
0

3
is a rhombohedral crystal (space group D

3d
) with an axially symmetric

elElctric field gradient (efg) tensor at the Al site. The crystal was oriented

in a cryostat at 77 K with the principal axis of the efg tensor parallel to

the external magnetic field B = 0.5 T. Because of I = 3 one expects a

quadrupolar split NMR spectrum consisting of six lines at the fre-quencies



where

V
m

~/3h,
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v + (m - ~)V
L 2 Q

(m -2, ... +3),

28 2
~ is the magnetic moment of the Al ground state and e qQ the quadrupole

coupling constant at the Al site.

In order to measure the quadrupole splitting with a minimum amount of

time, the following modulation technique was applied (for details see /3/):

a broad band modulated rf field is swept over the six NMR transitions from

low to high frequencies. Each time the rf band reaches a transition it

saturates it, and a step occurs in the ß-decay asymrnetry. As soon as all

transitionsare saturated, the ß-decay asymrnetry is reduced to zero. If the

band is swept to still higher frequencies, the transitionsleave the band one

by one, until the maximum poiarization is obtained again. The resulting step

curve is shown in Fig. 2. The position of the most pronounced steps in Fig. 2

was localized by further measurements with improved precision.

~
8.00

~
~
~ 6.00W IL 0

L 4.00~
0
~ 2.00I
~
~

.00wm
J.OO 4.00 5.00 6.00 7.00

Fig. 2

MHZ

CENTER OF MODUL. RF-BAND

NMR-step curve of 28Al in A1
2

0
3

. A broad band modulated rf field

(depth of modulation 3 MHz) is swept over the six NMR transitions.

Whenever a transition enters or leaves the band, a step in the

ß-decay asymrnetry occurs. The solid line results from a least

squares fit yielding ~ and e
2

qQ.

Since the induction of rf transitions converts the initial polarization

partly to an alignrnent, a corresponding step curve can also be observed in

the anisotropy of the y decay of 28Si /2, 4/. The relative sign of ß-decay

t d d . t . ld d .. . f 2 f 28 1 .asymrne ry an y- ecay anlSO ropy Yle e a posltlve slgn or e qQ 0 A ln
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As the statistics of the measured asymmetry is rather poor, a least

squares fit was applied varying both V and e
2

qQ. Fig. 3 shows the x2
-contour

2
lines in dependence of the two parameters. A definite X minimum is obtained,

yielding the following results

2.8(2) MHz.

3.6

3.4

3.2

3.0

\
\
\
I
I
I
I

I
/

/
/

/
/

I ~~

I """/
(
\
\
\

"-
" \

\
\
\
\
\
I
I

2.8 ~----JL....----l----"'~~...:......L_......L_...a..._-L..---JL....1--~2 ...........

o 2 4 6 8 eqQ /MHz

lines in dependence of the fit parameters V and
2

The fit yields a distinct X minimum.

2
X -contour

2
e qQ.

Fig. 3

Using le
2
qQ/h\ = 2.393(6) MHz of 27Al in A1

2
0

3
/5/ one gets for the ratio

of the quadrupole moments

1.17(8) .

. (27)Insertlng Q Al
-24 2

0.15 . 10 cm /6/ one gets

The theoretical predictions for the magnetic dipole and the electric quadrupole
28

moment of Al /7/ are

V 1 = 3.13 V ,ca c N
-24 2

Q = 0.165 . 10 cm,
calc

and agree with the experimental values.
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The efg at the Al site in Al~03 has been calculated to be positive /8, 9/.
... 28

Since the sign of the calculated Q( Al) is positive, one expects a positive

sign for e
2
qQ, again in agreement with the experiment.

28 .
It should be mentioned that a magnetic moment value of Al lS reported,

I~I = 2.789(1) ~N /10/, which deviates significantly from our one. The applied

method was also ß-detected NMR, the used compound was a powder sampie of AlP.

The cause for this discrepancy is not known, and it is intended to repeat

the experiment on AlP.

This work was sponsored by the Bundesministeriurn für Forschung und

Technologie.
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T H E 0 R Y

Energy Dependence of the Coupling Function a 2 (w) for

Compounds

H. Rietschel

The transition temperature T of a superconductor is essentially determined
c

by the strenght of the electron-phonon coupling, a suitable measure of which

is given by the electron mass enhancement factor A. For compounds, A may be

written as

1I 1.
+ 7/+ w2

k,kq,v +
q,v

I
l,a
ll,a'

1

(M M ,)1/2
a a ( 1)

+ +* + + JVU
l

Ik » (8+ (a')<k!VUr, ,Ik'»
,a q,v ,a

+
Here R is the position vector of the a-th atom in the l-th unit cell,

l,a +
M the corresponding atomic mass and W+ and 8 + (a) frequency and

a q,v q,v +
amplitude of a phonon 0 f branch v with wave vector cI. < k' IVu Ik > is the. l,a
matrix element of the gradient of the electron-ion potential between Bloch

states and 8
f

the Fermi energy, E
f

= 8
k

.
f

Alternatively, one may write (1) as

00

2 I dwa2 (w)F(W)/W

o

(2)

where F(W) is the phonon density of states and a 2 (w) an energy dependent

electron-phonon coupling function. The product a 2 (w)' F(W) is the well-known

Eliashberg function which can directly be measured by tunneling experiments.

An evaluation of (1) in terms of band structure quantities has been given

in /1/, /2/. For A these authors arrived at the expression

I
1

2 (1 + 1)

a a
nl nl + 1

(1)a (1) a
n l n l + l

(3)
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a2 (w)[meVl 20.0

0.05

NbC (ac.)

10.0

W[meV]

Fig. 1

o+-------,-------,-------r-O
5.0 15.0 25.0 35.0

Phonon density of states and coupling function a 2 (w) in NbC for

acoustical phonons.

0.02

0.01

F (W) [meV-l)

NbC (opt.)

W[meVl

20.0

10.0

50.0 60.0 70.0 80.0

Fig. 2 Phonon density of states and coupling funct~on a 2 (w) for optical

phonons.
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where n(Sf) is the total electronic density of 'states at the Fermi level,

while the n~ are the corresponding partial componentsand ü~ the phase ~hifts

for the a-th atom and for angular momentum 1. In deriving (3) three essential

approximations were made:

a) The electron-phonon coupling was calculated within the rigid muffin tin

approximation.

b) The Fermi surface integrals in (1) were spherically approximated.

c) Only diagonal terms a = a', 1 = l' were retained in the sum

I in (1) ("local approximation").
1,1' ,a,a'

Using only approximately a) and b) one may evaluate the matrix elements in

(1) on the Fermi surface to be

<kIVul,a1k>lk,k' = k
f

-+ -+ 'V -+ -+ I(k - k') . V (Ik-k' ),.
a

(4)

raa r 1
'V 2nf12 I n l n l + 1 2

Sin(Ü~ üa
L

Q2
V (Q)

m k
f l (l)a (l)a 1) (21'+1) Pl,O---).

a 1
1+ 2k 2n l n l + 1 1'=0 f

T.hus, these matrix elements turn out to be formally identical with those of

the pseudopotential theory for free electron metals, a fact which allows to

calculate a 2 (W)F(W) and A in ~-space without the local approximation c). We

performed such calculations for a binary model compound with NaCl-structure,

the riearest and next-nearest neighbour spring constants of whieh were chosen

so as to reproduce as well as possible the phonon density of states of NbC.
'V

The band structure data for NbC necessary to calculate the Va(Q) were taken

from 13/.

In Figure.1 and 2, respectively, the coupling function a 2 (w) is shown

together with theresulting phonon density of states for the acoustical and

optical phonons, respectively. Whereas for the optical phonons a 2 (w) behaves

roughly as 1/w, it deviates largely from a 1/w-shape for the i3.coustical

phonons, p~rticularly in the region of a high density of states.

In calculating A it turned out that in our example the loeal approximation

leadsto an increase of about 7 %. Generally, this error increases with de
'V

creasing k
f

and in addition depends strongly on V(Q)"
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We finally emphasize that our calculations do not take into account

phonon anomalies which possibly may play an important role for A and a 2 (w).

However, we think that apart from such anomalies the overall shape of a 2 (w)

for NbC is well represented by our results.
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3.2 Neutron Scattering Law S(k,w) for a Peierls System

K. Käfer

Qualitative considerations indicate /1/ that the measured phonon anomaly

in KCP /2/ might be interpreted in terms of amplitude- and phase-modes of

the Peierls-CDW /3/. We therefore developed a model for a system of Peierls

distorted chains and calculated the neutron scattering law.

Gur Hamiltonian consists of 4 parts:

H H
el HPh el-ph el-el

+ + H + H

Hel describes the Peierls-electrons, i.e. nearly-free electrons with a

gap ß at ± k in their dispersion. HPh contains the unrenormalized phonons
F el-ph

with ion-plasma frequency ~. For the electron-phonon coupling in H we

chose for simplicity an Ashcroft potential with radius R . The electron-
el-el c

electron interaction is represented in H by a Coulomb-matrix element
2

4~~ a 2 , where a is a measure for the localisation ofthe electrons on the
q

chains (compare /4/, ~ will always be near the chain axis). We used the RPA.
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Since the Peierls-electrons are represented by nearly free electrons,

anomalous diagrams appear (Fig. 1) and cause coupling between phonons with

k and k - 4 k
F

sign k.

l,E
Fig. 1

q:W
Anomalous pair bubble. q' can

take the values q, q - 2 k
F

,

K,E q - 4 k
F

(q > 0) .

Taking this into account by a Nambu-formalism and finally diagonalizing

the phonon-matrix propagator, we get the renormalized phonon frequencies and

the now uncoupled new phonon field-amplitudes. The result is shown in Fig. 2.

(Coulomb interaction is taken into account). Due to the electron-mediated

phonon-phonon coupling we get for every q-value two frequencies, i.e. now we

have two branches. Their contribution to S (k, w) is determined by the expansion

coefficients of the new field amplitudes ~ with respect to the bare amplitudes~.

At 2 k the ~'s are given by ~ + (2 k ) = ~- (~2 k + ~ 2 k ), i.e. corre-
F - F 72 F - - F

spond to the phase (-) and amplitude (+) mode /3/ which at this q-value contri-

bute with equalweight. In a very small neighbourhood of 2 k
F

, however,

virtually the whole weight is shifted to one branch only. In Fig. 2

this is symbolized by the strength of the drawing line.

W W

Fig. 2

4 kF-phonon-phonon coupling spllts the

acoustic branch into two branches, whose

relative weight is symbolized by the

strength of the drawing line.

Fig. 3

Phonon dispersion along the

q -axis together with ending
z

points of w-(q ,q ,2 k ).
x Y F
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To complete our picture we have to take into account that for

q = (E,s,2 k
F

), i.e. q slightly off the chain direction, the corresponding

phase mode frequency W; is significantly lower than the frequency W~ with

q = (0,0,2 k
F

+ E), E infinitesimal, /1/. In fact, for a model with no

Coulomb-interaction and no U-processes w; would be zero /3/. This is

scetched in Fig. 3, where for clarity we have drawn only the dominant branch

of the (O,O,q)-phonon dispersion together with the ending points of W (E,;,2k~.

The amplitude mode shows no such spectacular behaviour.
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Fig. 4 Contour diagrams of inelastic neutron scattering intensity

a) Contour diagram near ~ = (0,0,2 k
F

),

obtained by folding calculated

S(k,w) with instrumental resolution

given in Fig. b), T = 60 K, other

parameters see text. All chains are

assumed in phase.

b) Contour diagram of KCP, measured

by Renker & Comes at T = 60 K near

q =(1/2,1/2,2 k ). (Measured
- F
intensities at (0,0,2 k

F
) look

more complicated due to another

phonon branch, but the part due

to the phonon anomaly investigated

here shows no qualitative

difference to q = (1/2,1/2,2 kF ).
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Using the so found frequencies and relative weights we calculated the

neutron scattering law S(k,w) and simulated an inelastic neutron scattering

experiment by folding S(k,w) with a Gaussian-shapedinstrumental resolution.

For k
F

, €F' 6 etc. we used the experimental data of KCP and tried to reproduce

the inelastic neutron data by adjusting the parameters ~, a, R . With the fit-
c

values ~ = 30 meV, a = 2.05, R
c

= 0.32 ~ we obtained W
T

= 2.5 meV, w_ = 6.7 meV,
+ L

W = 5.8 meV, and finally the contour diagram shown in Fig. 4a . In view of the

simplicity of our model the agreement with the experimental data (Fig. 4b) seems

to us rather satisfactory.

In order to further improve our understanding of the neutron data of KCP,

we ought to take into account the phase relations of the CDWs of the different

chains. (So far we assumed that the chains have mutual relative phases 0.)
-

This will alter the contribution of the wL-mode to the neutron scattering

law /5/. In conclusion, however, we think that such a mean-field theory is

weil suited to explain the low·temperature inelastic neutron scattering data

of KCP.
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Comment on "Fokker-Planck Equations for Simple

Non-Markovian Systems"

w. Schommers and T. Geszti
a

aResearch Institute for Technical Physics of the Hungarian

Academy of Sciences, H -1325 ßudapest POß 76, Hungary

J. Chem. Phys. §, 2767 (1977)

Recently Adelmann /1/ derived generalized Fokker-Planck equations for

simple non-Markovian systems. The basic assumption in his theory is that the

velocities of the particles of the system can be represented by stationary

Gaussian random variables (Gaussian approximation). In this note we want to

check by molecular dynamics whether the Gaussian approximation is a

reasonable approximation in the case of an unbound Brownian particle. As

an example we have chosen liquid rubidium. The results for the velocity

autocorrelation function (VAF) are satisfactory only for small times t (up
-13 -12

to 10 sec). For t > 0.8 • 10 sec the VAF becomes imaginary and which

is in contrast to the fact in classical systems the VAF must always be real.
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3.4 Theoretical Investigation of the Liquid-Solid Transition.

A Study for Gallium

W. Schommer s

Sol. State Comm. 21, 65 (1977)

Abstract

Schneider et al. developed a theory of the liquid state which relates the

stability of the liquid to the dynarnics of its collective modes. In this
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development the liquid-solid transition temperature TL is given in the

classical approximation T l' In this paper we show that in the case of
L,c

gallium a classical treatment of the problem is too imprecise. Taking into

account quantummechanical corrections up to~2 in the determination of the

stability limit the correction to the experimental value of Page et al.

(T 1 = 27 ± 20 K) is about 90 K.
L,c

3.5

Abstract

Extended Born-Green Equation: A New Approach for

Determining Pair-Potentials in Disordered Systems

W. Abel, R. Block, and W. Schommers

Phys. Letters, 58A, 367 (1976)

The Born-Green equation was tested using molecular dynamics data for

liquid rubidium at 319 K. The unsatisfactory results of this equation for

the pair potential are caused by the insufficient precision of the

Kirkwood approximation for describing the triplet correlation function

g3(r,s,t). A more realistic ansatz for g3(r,s,t) was employed in the

formulation of an extended Born-Green equation. This new approach gives

much better results for the potential than the simple Born-Green equation.

3.6

Abstract

Correlations in the Motion of Particles in a-Silver

Iodide: A Molecular Dynamics Study

W. Schommers

Phys. Rev. Letters, ~, 1526 (1977)

For a-AgI at 563 K molecular dynamics calculations have been performed using

a realistic pair potential and a model system of 256 particles. The influence

is investigated of I-ions on single-particle motion in the Ag+ subsystem.

Furthermore, it is shown that correlations between different ions must be

distinctly reflected in frequency-dependent conductivity.
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3.7 Liquid Argon: The Influence of Three-Body Interactions

on Atomic Correlations

W. Schommers

Phys. Rev. A16, 327 (1977)

Abstract

Molecular dynamics calculationsonatwo-dimensional argon liquid at 96 °K

have been performed taking into account three-body interactions. The three

body forces were assumed to have the Axilrod-Teller-form. For the pair

interaction the Lennard-Jones potential was chosen. The differences between

structural and dynamical correlations which arise from calculations with

and without the presence of three-body interactions have been studied.

Whereas the differences between distribution functions (pair correlation

function and triplet correlation function) due to the three-body forces are

not significant, time correlation functions (velocity autocorrelation function

and intermediate scattering function) show systematic deviations. For example,

in the case of the velocity autocorrelation function, deviations up to 25 %

have been observed. Furthermore, the fourth moment of the scattering law is
-1

calculated for wave numbers 0.234 ~ k ~ 2.34 A . Here, also, the

deviations (up to 12 %) from the pair-theory values are systematic. The

results indicate that the determination of pair potentials from the fourth

moment (a recent method by Rahman) does not give unique pair potentials for

argon and argonlike systems since three-body forces are clearly reflected in

the fourth moment.
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RES E ARe H

4.1 Low Temperature Self-Ion Irradiation and Superconductivity

in Al Thin Films

P. Ziemann and M. Kraatz

In a low temperature irradiation experiment the interesting question

arises, to what extent changes of the transition temperature to super

conductivity (T ) can be attributed to a certain kind of defects, e.g.
c

Frenkel pairs (F.P.). To answer this question for aluminium we irradiated

films, which were prepared by evaporation at room temperature, with srnall
14 -2 ++

fluences (up to 10 am ,) of self-ions (Al ) of 500 keV at 4.2 K. To. this

energy corresponds a mean projected range being about 3 times larger than

the film thicknesses (1500~). To estimate the homogeneity of the damage

introduaed into the layers, the projected nualear energy loss of the ions

was calculated as a funation of depth using a procedure given by /1/. This

calculation showed that up to about 1500 ~ quite homogeneous damage profiles

can be expected. The films having a resistance ratio of about 11, were also

!:::.p IIlQcml

0.857

0.5

0.1

5

4 Size-effect corr3cted
o uncorrected values

- least Square Fit to !:::.p=AI1-e-B4»
for the corrected values

Fig. 1 Resistivity change vS: ion fluence in Al films irradiated with 500 keV
++

Al ions.
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analysed by backscattering of 2 MeV a-particles and no impurities could be

detected within the limits of this method.

In Fig. 1 the resistivity increase 6p caused by radiation damage is plotted

as a function of the fluence ~. The triangles represent the data corrected for

the size effect in a procedure described in /2/. Also shown is a least square

fit of 6p = A(l - e-
B

. ~) to these data with fitting parameters A and B, which

gives a saturation value of 0.857 ~~cm. This value agrees well with those

found by 2 MeV a-particle irradiation of epitaxially grown Al-films /3/

(0.88 ~~cm) or by neutron irradiation of bulk samples /4/ (0.86 ~~ cm).

It is therefore assumed, that as in these experiments the disorder is mainly

due to Frenkel pairs.

To the saturation value corresponds a change of the transition temperature

6T of 0.1 K, as measured resistively by a standard four point technique, which
c

also seems to saturate in this fluence range. The T before irradiation was
c

1.28 K. With a value of 3.4 ~~cm per 1 % F.P. for the resistivity

change /5/, a saturation concentration of about 0.25 % F.P. is obtained. To

gether with 6T , this leads to the answer of the introducing question, that
c

point defects lead to an increase of the transition temperature in Al with a

rate of 0.4 K per 1 % F.P ..
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4.2 Thickness Determination and Matthiessen's Rule in

Granular Aluminium Thin Films

P. Ziemann

The main difficulty in measuring resistivities of thin films results

from the uncertainty of thickness determinations. Therefore in this

contribution two methods have been compared.

The first method (I) has been described in detail by v. Bassewitz et al.

/1/ and is based on the validity of Matthiessen's rule also when size
L

effect corrections are necessary. The geometry factor G = B • D (L length

of the film, B width and D thickness) from this method is given by

G = (6R/6T)/(6p/6T), with (6R/6T), and (6p/6T) being the temperature

dependence of resistance and resistivity measured in the linear part

respectively. The value of (6p/6T) for Al is taken from /1/.

In the second method (lI) the thickness is measured by Rutherford back

scattering of 2 MeV a-particles as described in e.g. /5/.

Granular aluminium films, whose preparation and superconducting

properties have been described in /2/ were used for a comparison of the

two methods. The films had oxygen contents, also determined by backscattering,

between less than 0.5 at. % and 7 at. %. The results are shown in Fig. 1,

where the different thicknesses are plotted.

It is seen that, through the points of sampies with an oxygen content of

less than 3.6 qt. % a linear fit parallel to the diagonal can be drawn

giving an extrapolation value for D of 350 ~ when D is zero. Back-
II I

scattering spectra of the films on carbon substrates show two oxide peaks,

the one arises from the surface oxide, the other from an oxide layer at

the interface between film and substrate. From the area of these peaks iti.s

possible to .estimate the total oxide thickness to be 270 R, which agrees

with the extrapolated value within the error bars. This means that the

difference in the thicknesses is due to oxide layers, which carry no current

and can therefore not be measured with method I.
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Fig. 1 Thickness of granular aluminium films
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by method 11, Co oxygen content

of the films).

But figure 1 also shows that the films with 7 at. % oxygen lie significantly

outside the linear fit (typical relative errors of D for these films are. . 11

7 %, for D errors are 4.5 % mainly due to the uncertainty of (6p/6T), which
I

was taken as the difference between the values of /1/ and /3/) • There are two

possible explanatibns for this fact:

- The oxygen content of 7 at. % leads to a strong deviation of Matthiessen's

rule and method I can only be applied with a new (6p/6T) - value

- The films are still in the percolation region, where the resistivity mainly

results from the increase of conduction path length due to intervening

insulating oxide particles. This oxide diminishes the effective current

carrying thickness measured by method I, but withinthe conduction pathes

Matthiessen rule is still valid.
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Resistivity difference p (300 K) - p* (4.2 K) as a function of

oxygen content C .
o

To test these two assumptions the resistivity difference p (300 K) - p* (4.2 K)

was measured as a function of the oxygen content C , the results are shown in
o

figure 2. p* is the size-effect corrected value /4/ for the liquid helium

temperature resistivity. The error bars, shown for method I in Fig. 2 are

calculated from detailed error analysis. The errors for method II are

even larger due to the uncertainty of the oxide thickness corrections. Also

shown are the weighted average values for the two methods and their mean

average deviations. One finds 2.61.::'::. 0.03 l-l~cm for method II and 2.70+0.08 ]J~cm

for method I, that means the two values overlap within their errors and are

very close to the bulk-value at 20
0

C of 2.6548 ]J~cm /3/.

In figure 3 as a further test of the above considerations the

resistivities at 300 K, 93 K and 4.2 Kare plotted as a function of the

oxygen content C . Again the curves are parallel within the error bars.
o

From the results of the last two figures follows that the second assumption

holds. For practical purposes then it can be concluded that for oxygen

contents lower than 3.6 at. % method I may be applied, for higher oxygen

contents method II together with corrections for the oxide thickness should
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Fig. 3 Resistivity at 300 K, 93 K and 4.2 K as a function of oxygen

content C .
0

be used. Since the oxygen content is correlated with the transition tem

perature to superconductivity (T ) in these aluminium films /2/ the
c

above statement reads, for films with a T lower than 1.4 K method I can
c

be applied, for films with a higher T method 11 with oxide corrections
c

must be used.
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4.3 Production of Metastable Lead-Bismuth Alloys

Chr. Gauss

The system Tl-Pb-Bi has been of great interest for the superconductivity,

because in this system the electron-per-atom ratio can be varied from 3.0 to

4.3 and the electron-phonon coupling parameter A from 0.8 to 2.0, respec

tively, A higher value than A = 2.0 which corresponds to an alloy with the

composition Pb 7Bi 3 in the crystalline state was never measured. This iso. o.
due to the limited solubility of Bi in Pb which prevents a higher enrich-

ment of Bi in Pb in the solid state.

The method of ion implantation is one possibility to raise the

solubility beyond the thermal limit. However, the direct implantation of

Bi+-ions into a saturated Pb-Bi film was not successful due to the high

sputtering coefficient of about 65 in this ion-target system. A crude

estimate indicated that only an enrichment of about 1.5 at. % Bi would be

possible by direct implantation.

Therefore, we chose the method of recoil implantation to increase the Bi

content in this system. Layers consisting of an eutectic mixture of Pb-Bi

with precipitated Bi and a thickness of 200 nm have been prepared by code

position. These layers were then bombarded with Ar++-ions of 600 KeV. On

their way through the film the Ar particles transfer energy to the target

atoms by nuclear collisions, such that Bi atoms from the precipitates can

be introduced into the saturated Pb-Bi phase by recoil implantation.

The Bi enrichment of the saturated Pb-Bi layers has beem measured via

the superconducting transition temperature. A maximum T -increase of 0.25 K
c

could be measured, corresponding to an enrichment of 6 at. % Bi, which was

calculated from the T -dependence on Bi concentration T
c c

/1/. These supersaturated alloysare not stable at room temperature and perform

an eutectic phase-transition which is completed after 90 hours. From the analysis

of this transformation it was found that the process is determined by Fick's
-15 2 -1 0

1. diffusion law and a dLffusion constant of D "" 10 cm sec at 20 C has been

evaluated.
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4.4 proximity Effect in Ion Implanted Molybdenum Films

O. Meyer

depending on the kind of ion, and was

T after implantation in pure Mo-layers. In Mo-layers
c

above 1 at. % T could be enhanced byimplanting any
c

9.2 K was obtained for impurity eon-

In our previous work /1/,/2/ we have shown that ions having a larger

electronegativity value than that of Mo will enhance the superconducting

transition temperature

with an oxygen content

kind of ion. The maximum T -value of
c

centrations between 14 and 30 at. %,

attributed to a disorderedMo-phase stabilized by impurity atoms /2/,/3/.

In the following we assume that the proximity effect is responsible for the

observed increase of T with fluenee ~t and we hope to gain more insight on
e

the formation mechanism and structure of this disordered phase. The calculation

is based on the Bes theory using an effective (N(O)Veff)-value as derived

by DeGennes /4/ for layered structures (N(o) is the electronic density of

states at the Fermi level and V is the electron-electron interaction para

meter) :

T
c

T
co

with Qo = RNNVN, Q1 = RNSVS(NS/NN) and R = NSVS/(NSVS - NNVN) where the

index S refers to the matrix and N to the disordered regions. NS/NN is equal

to 0.5 as has been measured with UPS for amorphous Mo films /5/. <d> is the

average mean free distance between spherical disordered regions of radius r.

Bansal and Ardell /6/ calculated the dependence of <d> on F, the disordered
r

volume fraction. This funetion has to be extrapolated to F equal to 0.64

(random dense packing of spheres) for <d> - values smaller than 0.3.
r

i) Mo films contaminated with oxygen:

For Mo-layers having an oxygen concentration N of 15 at. % and a residual
o

resistance ratio, r of 1.2, T inereasffisteeply with Xe ion fluence (Fig. 1).
c

In this ease the reaction veloeity of Mo being transferred into the disordered

phase is proportional to the particle flux ~ and independent of the impurity

concentration: dNd/dt = K1~ and Nd = K
1
(~t) where Nd is the number of disordered

regions/em
3

and ~t is the fluence. The maximum T -value is reached when the
c
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Fig. 1 T as function of ion concentration for a Mo-layer with high oxygen
c

+content (Kr +Mo+ 12at. %0) and pure Mo layers (C < 1 at. %).
o

Solid lines are calculated using the proximity effect.

disordered regions touch each other e.g. for F = NdV
d

= 0.64 (V
d

= volume of

a disordered region) or F = Kl~tVd = 0.64. With the values for NSV
S

and

NNVN· as obtained from the BCS formula for T = 0.92 K, T 8 K and e = 460 K,
c c D

the solid line as shown in Fig. 1 has been calculated. With N~ax equal to
-24 3

No' V
d

is found to be about 62 to 78 ° 10 cm. About 4 to 5 Mo atoms have

been displaced from their lattice site and are stabilized by one oxygen

atom thus forming metastable M0
4
0, M0

5
0 molecules.

ii) Mo films with impurity concentrations below 1 at. %:

If we assume a first order reaction for the formation of the disordered

Mo-phase the increase of T should be proportional to the impurity con-
c

centration CI present at any time during implantation: (dNd/dt is equal to

~ and CI) Nd = (~t) Clo K
1

= K2 CI2. The measured Tc-values for N implanted

in Mo (Fig•.1) however cannot be described by a first order reaction. In

order to fit themeasured T -values (solid line in Fig. 1) we have to assume
c

that the formation probability of Mo N -clusters during irradiation is
x y

proportional to c 2
e.g. F is equal to K

3
C

3
. The formation probability K

3N -5 N
is small (K

3
= 5 . 10 ) and the reaction is of second order. Two N atoms

must be present at the same time in order to form an impurity stabilized Mo
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atom cluster. With decreasing electronegativity values using P, As and Sb ions

the formation probability of Mo-cluster decreases and for Sb ions implanted

in Mo an increase of T is no longer observed. The measured T -values
c c

and As ions in Mo-layers can be described (solid lines in Fig. 1) by
-8 5 -11

assuming reactions of higher order (F = 3 . 10 C , F = 1 . 10
P P As

Using the proximity effect the results as shown in Fig. 1 and for the

systems Mo-B and Mo-C can be well described by the reaction kinetics of

metastable molecules formed under irradiation with compositions of about

M0
8

N
3

, M0
16

P
4

, M0
24

AS
6

, M0
24

B
6

and M0
24

C
6

. For complicated interstitial

carbide phases, most thoroughly studied, it is known that sub-cells with the

composition M
23

C
6

do indeed exist /7/. ffinong those M0
23

C
6

has also been

observed. Therefore it is believed that the formation process of defect

clusters activated by irradiation offers a reasonable explanation for the

observed implantation effects.
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4.5 Preparat~on of Superconducting Vanadium Layers

G. Linker and R. Smithey

Superconducting vanadium layers with varying oxygen contents were

prepared by electron beam evaporation for irradiation experiments (see

following report). The layers were deposited onto quartz, sapphire and

carbon substrates. The background pressure in the evaporation chamber
-9 -9

prior to evaporation was typically 2 . 10 T,orr and rose to 5 . 10 Torr
o -7

at evaporation rates of 10 Als and to 1 . 10 torr at the maximum rate

of 160 ~/s. The substrates were baked before evaporation in situ, then

deposition was performed either on substrates kept at room temperature

or heated to 560 - 800
0

C. To introduce oxygen into the layers, the

oxygen was admitted and the partial pressure during evaporation was varied

in the range of 5 . 10-
8

to 5 . 10-6 Torr.

Layer thickness, purity, homogeneity and the oxygen content and

distribution have been analyzed by Rutherford backscattering of 2 MeV

4He ions. Layers deposited onto the carbon substrates were used for this

analysis thus allowing an oxygen concentration determination down to

about 0.2 at.%. The layers had thicknesses in the range from 1500 to

2500 ~ and revealed pronounced oxide peaks on the surfaces. In same layers

oxide peaks at the layer-substrate interface or oxygen diffusion tails

from the surface oxide into the layer haven been observed. Typical oxygen

distribution profiles deduced from backscattering spectra are shown in Fig. 1.

Sampies with the lowest oxygen content were produced at elevated substrate

temperatures . Here concentrations in the range from 1.5 at. % to

"not detectable" (rv 0.2 at.%) were found. Deposition at similar evaporation

conditions onto substrates kept at room temperature led to higher oxygen

contents up to 4 at.% and layers prepared under oxygen atmosphere had con

centrations in the range of 4 to 40 at.%.

The residual resistivity ratio r (defined as the ratio of resistances

at room temperature and before transition into the superconducting state)

was determined as a measure of layer quality. This value however showed no

close correlation with oxygen contentand values of 4.5 to 6 were deter

mined in layers with a few at.% oxygen. Best values however were found in
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Fig. 1 Oxygen distribution profiles in evaporated V-layers

a) layer with a low homogeneous oxygen content exhibiting an oxide

peak at the layer-substrate interface

b) + d) layers with medium and high oxygen content with

reasonable homogeneity

c) sampie with inhomogeneous oxygen concentration.

layers with least oxygen content and the maximum r of 11 was measured

in a layer where no oxygen could be detected with the backscattering tech

nique. Beyond an oxygen content of about 5 at.% r decreased and had a value

< 1 for the layer with 40 at.% oxygen. X-ray analysis of the layers with

high oxygen content (> 10 at.% ) showed the strongest vanadium bcc lines

however considerably broadened as compared to lines from a pure sampie,

this broadening increasing with oxygen content. In addition a line shift

to lower angles, from which a lattice parameter increase of about 0.5 %

has been estimated, was observed. The layer with 40 at.% oxygen revealed

an amorphous-like structure.
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4.6 Influence of Impurities on the Superconducting Transition

Temperature of Ion Bombarded Vanadium Layers

G. Linker and M. Kraatz

Strong depressions of the superconducting transition temperature T in group
c

Vb transition metal elements under ion irradiation have been observed in earlier

studies /1/. The influence of impurities on the T -depressions could not be
c

excluded in those experiments however was not explicitely studied. Here, in

an extension of our previous work, the influence of irradiation activatcd

impurities present in a layer and of implanted impurity atoms on T of
c

evaporated vanadium layers is investigated.

The V-layers were prepared by electron beam evaporation (see preceding

report). T of the as-evaporated layers was in the range of 4.9 - 5.25 K and
c

did not depend on oxygen concentration up to a few at. % thus indicating that

oxygen was not dissolved in the vanadium but must have been incorporated in

another form like e.g. in oxide precipitates.

16 + 2
Irradiation of the layers with 2.9 . 10 Ne /cm at 320 keV, such that the

Ne+ ions penetrated the layers creating disorder on their paths, led to T
c

depressions which were depending on the oxygen content in the layers. For

layers with the lowest oxygen content small decreases in the range of

0.1 - 0.2 K were observed, then with increasing oxygen content relative

depressions 6T /T up to 0.4 occured. It is thought that in the irradiation
c c

procedure oxygen is moved from an inactive (oxide precipitates) to an active

position, here interacting with displaced lattice atoms and stabilizing a

disordered structure.

In addition nitrogen and neon ions have homogeneously been implanted

into vanadium layers with the lowest oxygen content. The relative T changes
c

as a function of nitrogen concentration are illustrated in Fig. 1, and an

almost linear relationship between 6T /T versus nitrogen concentration is
c c

observed down to the T detection limit (1.2 K). For the neon implantations
c

much smaller effects than for nitrogen were observed.

From these results it is concluded that the T depressions in the
c

irradiated or implanted V layers are not due to oxygen being dissolved
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Fig. 1 Relative T decreases in vanadium layers implanted with nitrogen
c

as a function of nitrogen concentration.

through the irradiation procedure (alloying effect), but that disorder

generated during irradiation must be stabilized by the chemically active

either implanted (nitrogen) or activated impurity (oxygen) atoms which are

interacting with displaced lattice atoms. Preliminary X-ray analysis still

revealed the vanadium bcc-structure in the disordered layers. However a

line broadening and a considerable increase of the lattice parameter (~1 %)

was observed. The results will be published in greater detail elsewhere /2/.
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4.7 Energy Dependent Channelling Analysis of Disorder in Ion

Bombarded Metal Crystals

G. Linker

Channelling effect and backscattering measurements with energetic light

ions have been widely employed for defect analysis in ion implanted semi

conductors. Here a weIl resolved disorder peak is usually observed at the

range of the implanted impurities originating from direct backscattering

from displaced lattice atoms. Aligned backscattering spectra from ion

bombarded metals, however, generally reveal a monotonous increase of th~

dechannelling yield and no damage peak is observed thus complicating the

disorder analysis. Then usually complementary analysis such as transmission

electron microscopy must be performed. However, also by channelling analysis

itself different types of defects may be separated in metals when energy

dependent measurements are performed, as has been suggested by Quere /1/.

This method relies on the different dependences of dechannelling cross

sectionson the energy of the analysing particles.

In this contribution results from the energy dependent channelling analysis

of vanadium and molybdenum single crystals implanted either with N or C ions

or bombarded with Ne ions arereported. Channelling has been performed along

th [1 ] d ' . 'h 4 + '1 d ., h f 128M> Ve 00 lrectlon Wlt He partlc es an energles ln t e range 0 .0-. e

have been used. Typical spectra from a Mo crystal implanted with C+ ions are

shown in Fig. 1 with the energy of the analyzing particles as a parameter.

Here a weIl resolved disorder peak appears at the range of the implanted

impurities with increasing energy. For neon ion implantations however only

a continuous increase of the dechannelling yield versus depth has been observed

and no change of this behaviour occured with increasing energy of the

analyzing particles.

Plots of the dechannelling yields versus energy have shown the presence

of different types of defects depending on the implanted impurities, implantation
+energy and depth. For the Ne implantations beyond the ions projected range

dechannelling was found to be energy independent thus showing the presence

of stacking faults or voids. Within the ions projected range a IE dependence

indicated the presence of dislocations or slightly misoriented regions. For

the sampIes implanted with chemically active impurities in addition to a high
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energy independent dechannelling component a second component with a slight

decrease of the dechannelling yield versus energy was observed. This decrease

is in agreement with the energy dependence of the dechannelling from randomly

distributed lattice atoms present e.g. in impurity-defect clusters or

precipitates.

Though in this kind of analysis a quantitative separation of different

types of defects is difficult to perform, qualitatively however different

+
types of defects were detected in Ne or N+ and C+ implanted V and Mo crystals,

and the use of a high analysing beam energy has provedfavourable in the

extraction of disorder peaks. Neon gave mainly rise to extended defects

like dislocations or stacking faults whereas with chemical active impurities

additional defects consisting of locally displaced lattice atoms were

detected. It is thought that these local defects are stabilized by the

impurities in impurity-defect clusters.
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4.8 The Dynamic Conductivity of Nb-I-Ag and Ta-I-Ag Tunneling

Diodes at Low Energies

J. Geerk and K. Gärtner
a

arnstitut für Werkstoffe der Elektrotechnik, Universität Bochum

Tunneling measurements on the transition metals Ta and Nb have so far been

carried out by Shen /1/, Gärtner /2/, Bostock et al. /3/ and Robinson et al.

/4/. The results for Ta have been in good agreement with the present theory
+of supereonduetivity. The Coulomb-pseudopotential ~ obtained for Nb however

was always too low eompared to the expeeted value of 0.13. Robinson

obtained avalue of 0.04, whereas the other experimentalists obtained negative
+ +values of ~ ranging from ~0.05to -0.02. As the ~ value ealculated from the

inversion of the Eliashberg gap equations is sensitive to the shape of the

phonon strueture at low energies above the gap-edge, we performed tunneling

measurements on Ta and Nb in this low energy region.

For the measurements of the first derivative dI/dV the apparatus deseribed

in /5/ was used in eonneetion with the automatie data collection faeility

deseribed in /6/. The phonon strueture has been extraeted by normalizing the

measured density of states to a temperature smeared BCS-density of states,

whieh was eomputed to 1 part in 105. The teehnique of the junetion-preparation

is deseribed in /2/.

The Ta-junctions showed a phonon strueture with a nearly eonstant be

haviour at energies below 8 meV, as it is expeeted for energies somewhat

below the first big peak of the phonon speetrum. The gap-inversion yielded
+

for ~ a value of 0.13.

Fig. 1 shows the phonon induced struetures of two Nb-I-Ag junctions. At

energies below the region where the transverse phonons of Nb whieh are peaked

at 15 meV appear, the behaviour in contrast to Ta is not flat for both

junctions. Junction 1 shows a drop of the eurve at about 5 meV and at a

somewhat lower energy .the structure takes even negative values. Junction

2 shows a similar effect more pronounced and at slightly higher energies suehthat

the whole phonon structure appears deformed up to the energy of the

longitudinal resonance at 25 meV. Sueh an unusual drop of the phonon strueture
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Fig. 1 The phonon induced structures in the density of states of two

Nb-I-Ag tunnel junctions.

at low energy has been interpreted by Rowell and Dynes /7/ in terms of a

superconductor-normal metal sandwich structure below the oxide of the

tunneling barrier. Geometrie resonance effects of the elementary excitations

of the superconductor cause then additional oscillatory terms in the super

conducting density of states as measured in a tunneling experiment. The

observed drops in junction 1 and junction 2 at low energies represent the

first minimum of this oscillation. Theoretical estimates using the

approximate formula of Rowell /8/ show, that a coverage of 3 to 5 % of the
o

tunneling surface by some hundred A of normal metal - for example oxygen

contaminated Nb-metal - can explain the behaviour of junctions 1 and 2.

Junction 1 was evaluated by the gap-inversion techni.que. The phonon

structure below 5 meV was taken to be constant as indicated by the .dotted

li.ne in Fig. 1. The oscillatory term in the density of states is
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Fig. 2 The Eliashbergfunctiona2 (w) • F (w) of l'l.1obiumoalculated from junction 1.

exponentially damped with increasing energy. Thus is should not disturb

the phonon structure at the energies of the main phonon peaks.

Fig. 2 shows a 2 (W)F(W) from junction 1 extracted through gap inversion.

The bulk value of 1.54 meV has been inserted for ß . For ~+ a value of
o

- 0.021 was obtained. The peak of the longitudinal phonons at 25 meV is

a little more pronounced compared to the measurements of Bostock et al.

and Robinson et al., despite the fact, that Robinson et al. got a far higher

value for ~+. The low ~+-value of our junction will be subject of further

investigations.
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. . 1 f f :4/15Supereonduetlng Partla Isotope E feet or VN

B. Hofmann-Kraeft and H. Rietschel

First measurements of the partial isotope effeet on VN have already been

reported /1/. In the meantime about 200 additional T measurements were
e

performed together with X-ray diffraetion and Rutherford baekseattering

analysis.

It turned out that the onset T of supereonduetivity depends on the size
e

of the substrate as well as on its position on the Mo-plate during sputter-

ing, the highest T 's being found in the middle of the large quartz dises
e

(0 : 25 mrn). Fig. 1 gives an example. The substrate material is of minor

importanee and the films on graphite differ from those on quartz mainly

in the transition width (0.10 K on quartz, 0.25 K on graphite). This effeet

may be due to the rougher graphite surfaee whieh eomplieates ·the erystal

growth. Taking aeeount of these findings we used only the T 's in the middle
e

of the large quartz dises to determine the isotope shift.

The uneertainties in the determination of stoiehiometry and lattiee

eonstants were too large in order to guarantee the eomparability of
. 14 15

different samples. Therefore, we eompared those flve VN - and VN -samples,

whieh had the highest T 's respeetively, arguing that maximum T 's should be
e e

aehieved under optimal and therefore eomparable eonditions. These ten

Te(K)

®lA A4 A@~ 7
8.70 A2 4

QUARTZ
3" "5

8.65 0

• "61e Q .,·- GRAPHITE
"71_ 0 -,8.60 0_ aUARTZ

• ~QUARTZ
8.55 •

Ln
SAPHIRE•8.50

·~8.45 QUARTZ

8.40

CHARGE
E

Fig. 1 Dependenee of T on the position
e

and size of the substrate



isotope shift between these ten charges. The
14

T (VN ) is 0.06 K, whereas the difference
c

is 0.08 K. A theoretical interpretation of

- 104 -

selected charges showed a similar distribution of lattice constants

(4.125 ~ 0.005~), preferred orientations ([110J - and [lllJ - direction

perpendicular to the surface) and oxygen contents of 2 + 1 at. %.

Fig. 2 shows the measured

mean shift 6T = T (VN
15

)_
c c

between the two highest T 's
c

these findings is still under progress.

8.80

8.75

A VN-15J measured in the middle
A VN-14 of the quartzdiscs

(tl:25mm) Fig. 2 Isotope shift for

the ten selected

sampies
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--------/:r---
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Structural and Superconducting Properties of Sputtered

Vanadium-Nitride Layers

H.J. Klein

In the course of the investigation of refractory materials the study

of sputtered VN layers was continued. The layers were prepared by reactive

sputtering in an argon-nitrogen plasma on quartz and carbon substrates. The

nitrogen pressure and the substrate temperature were varied in the range of
-4 -1 0 0

10 to 10 Torr and 100 C - 1000 C, respectively. The stoichiometry of the

layers, their thickness, homogeneity and purity were determined by back

scattering of 2.3 MeV alpha particles from layers deposited onto carbon

substrates. The superconducting transition temperature T was measured
c

resistively using a standard four point probe arrangement. The microstructure

of the layers was investigated using scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Lattice

parameters were determined from X-ray diffraction patterns obtained with a thin

film camera with a Seemann-Bohlin focussing system.

9

5

TclKI y

2

---------------------------------1-------------------------- tO

! ! !! !!
0.6

100 500

Fig. 1 T versus substrate temperature (upper part) and T versus composition
c c

Y (lower part)
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a b c

Fig. 2 SEM micrographs of layers sputtered at a) 1000 c, b) 7000 C, and
o

c) 1000 C.

Results: Layers with NaCl-structure were formed for nitrogen pressures
-3 0

above 10 torr and had thicknesses of typically 2000 A. The stoichiometry

of the layers in this pressure range was almost independent of the nitrogen
-1

partial pressure except for the high pressures around 10 Torr. However it

a maximum T of 8.9 K (onset value) coinciding with
c

the optimum composition, in agreement with previous measurements /1/. T also
c

was found to depend markedly on Y ~ being the ratio of the number of nitrogen

was sensitive to the substrate temperature. Optimum values were obtained at
o

700 C. Similarly, T depended on the substrate temperature. This dependence
c

is shown in Fig. 1, with

atoms to the number of vanadium atoms in the layers). Only for layers with

Y > 0.85 was T above 8 K, increasing to T = 8.9 K for Y = 1. Different
c c

substrate materials had practically no influence on T .
c

In addition the microstructure of the layers was investigated as a function

of nitrogen pressure and substrate temperature. A columnar void type struc

ture was observed in the films, consisting of columnar-like crystallites

growing nearly perpendicular to the substrate surface, with the void density

depending on nitrogen partial pressure and substrate temperature. At nitrogen
-3 0

partial pressures above 10 Torr and temperatures below 400 C pronounced

voids between the columns appeared. With increasing temperature the number

and size of the channels and voids decreased. Above 700
0

C an almost dense

packing of columns was observed. As an example typical SEM micrographs of

1 d 1 0 7 0 1 0 .. 2VN ayers sputtere at 00 C, 00 C, 000 C are shown ln Flg. .
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The X-ray diffraction patterns indicate that all sampies with high T and
c

having Y > 0.75, prepared at nitrogen pressures above 10-
3

Torr, had the pure

NaCl structure.

Lattice constants increased rapidly from 4.087 for Y = 0.77 to 4.145 for

Y = 0.95 with increasing nitrogen content in agreement with data reported by

Brauer /2/.
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4.11 Channeling Studies in C-Implanted NbC o .
89

Single Crystals

a
J.M. Lombaard and o. Meyer

aphysics Department, University of Pretoria, Pretoria 0002,

South Africa

The channeling studies described in this chapter are closely related to

results /1, 2/ from similar C-implanted single crystals, where T has been
c

measured as a function of implantation and annealing temperature. From

increases from 4 to 11 K after

is not affected during further annealing

is known that T
c

increase to 11.5 K is observed after

these previous studies it
o

C-implantation at 830 C, a further

additional annealing at 1070
0

C and
o

up to 1190 C.

The purpose of the following work is to determine the radiation induced

disorder in the C-sublattice for these various implantation and annealing
16 2 17 2

temperatures. Implantation of 5 . 10 C/cm at 80 keV and 1.5 . 10 C/cm
o

at 200 keV, corresponding to an amount of about 12 % over a depth of 3000 A,

have been performed at 825
0

C. Backscattering and reaction spectra for the

random oriented and [lloJ aligned crystal have been taken after implantation
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NbC [110] Ed = 1.275 MeV
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Fig. 1 Random and [110J aligned energy spectra of 1.275 MeV deuterons

elastically scattered from a NbC single crystal before and after

C+-implant and after two annealing stages (8 = 1650
).

and after annealing at 1070
0

C and at 1190
0

C for 200 s. The spectra taken

at the different annealing stages are presented in Fig. 1 for the Nb (d,d)

elastic part and in Fig. 2 for the 12C (d,p)13C reaction part. The shape of

the spectra in Fig. 2 resembles the reaction cross section as a function of

energYi the depth corresponding to the width of the peak at high energies
o

is about 8000 A. The amount of implanted C can be estimated from the difference

in yield of the random spectrum prior and after C-implantation (spectrum 1 and

3 in Fig. 2).

A remarkable difference can be seen in comparing the dechanneling yield

defined as the ratio of the yield in the aligned spectra minus the yield in

the aligned spectra of the virgin crystal to the yield of the random spectra

in the Nb- and in the C-sublattice. Thedechannelingyield for the Nb-sublattice

increases steeply with depth and is about 0.25 at half height and saturates at

0.39, whereas for the C-sublattice the dechanneling yield is about 0.75 in the

implanted region. As the dechanneling yield is proportional to the amount of

damage present it is concluded that there is more damage in the C-sublattice

than in the Nb-sublattice. It has been shown previously /1/ that annealing of
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NbC [110] Ed=1.275MeV REACTION PART.
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Fig. 2 Random and [lloJ aligned energy spectra of protons emitted at 165
0

during the bombardment of a NbC single crystal with 1.275 MeV

deuterons.

Nb atoms in NbC displaced by implantation at room temperature, has already

occured for implants at 830
0 c. The shape of the dechanneling curve for the

Nb sublattice after C implantation at 830
0

C indicates that the damage is not

due to single defects but rather to extended defects such as stacking faults

and dislocations for example.

In order to get more information on the kind of damage that prevails

in the Nb sublattice after C implantation at 830
0

C the energy of the He

beam has been varied between 1 and 2.8 MeV. It is known /3/ that from the

energy dependence of the dechanneling yield some conclusions can be drawn

on the type of defects. The dechanneling yield as a function of depth has

been measured at 1.0, 2.0 and 2.8 MeV. No energy dependence could be ob

served and this excludes simple one-dimensional defects such as point

defects or dislocations but can be explained by stacking faults. These

spatially extended damage components will contribute to the dechanneling

yield of the Nb as weil as of the C sublattice.
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For the annealing at 1070
0

C and 1190
0

C the recovery of the Nb

sublattice and the C sublattice occurs at the same time. The dechanneling

yield after annealing at 1070
0

C is about 0.55 for the C sublattice and
. 0

0.20 for the Nb sublattice, at 1190 C the recovery is nearly completed

with about 0.09 dechanneling yield in the C-sublattice and 0.04 in the

Nb-sublattice near the surface.

The enhanced dechanneling yield observed for the C-sublattice may be due

to C~precipitations. As T increases from 4 to about 10.5 K during C-implan
c

tation at 825
0

C, it is concluded that T of NbC is rather insensitive to
c

the presence ofthese extended defects. The insensitivity of this material

to radiation damage has been shown previously for Ar-bombarded NbC thin

films /4/.
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4.12 Computer Simulation of Channeling in V
3
Si with a Modified

Binary Collision Model

R. Kaufmann

It is weil known that channeling is a sensitive method for studying not only

properties of a "perfect" crystal, like e.g. the temperature dependence of the

mean vibrational amplitudes, but also changes of the "perfect" crystal due to,

e.g. lattice defects introduced by ion bombardment /1/. It is very difficult

however to introduce all the parameters into the continuum model, which are

necessary to extract quantitative results, as damage distribution for instance,

from experimental data. Such parameters are electronic stopping power, angular

dispersion due to electrons and amorphous surface layers, and the mean
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vibrational amplitude. Therefore a Monte-Carlo-program has been developed

using a modified binary collision-model to simulate the channeling process

/2/. The program is now running for V3Si with A15-structure butcaneasily

be changed to other crystallographic structures.

For the simulation the unit cell is divided into several slices

perpendicular to the desired channeling direction corresponding to the

different atomic planes (Fig. 1). The incident particles are distributed

uniformly over the first plane and the trajectories are then evaluated by

calculating the deflection in this plane and by averaging the energy loss

over the slice thickness. Assuming that the deflection takes place immediately

in the planes and that the ions move linearly between two scattering events,

the entrance coordinates for the next atomic plane are determined. The

scattering angle is calculated in the momentum approximation /3/ by summing

upthe contributions of the binary collisions between an ion and each atom in

the plane. This procedure is correct within the approximation used, which

itself can be applied up to scattering angles of about 20
0

• The electronic

energy loss (the nuclear part can be neglected, because the ion energies

considered are in the MeV-region) is divided into an impact-parameter

dependent term due to collisions with closed-shell' electrons and into a

V3 Si (100)

a::4'718A

a

• V

® Si

Fig. 1 Uni t cell of V3Si i the lattice spacing in [ 100J "':direction is expanded

to show the different scattering planes.
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Energy distributions recorded at various depths, each profile is

averaged over 100 lattice spacings and taken along the plane diagonales;

the dashed lines represent the energy of random incident particles at

the same depths. It is seen that in spite of the flux peaks which are

already developed at 3000 R the energy profile is uniform over a large

area.
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constant part. This last contribution is attributed to collisions with valence

electrons, which are treated to be equally spread over the lattice, and to

plasma excitations/4/. The first part is averaged in the same procedure as

the scattering angle. The angular dispersion of the ion beam by single colli

sions with electrons and thermal vibrations are both included in a Monte-Carlo

treatment /3/.

The spatial distribution of the channeling ions is expected to be quite

different from the uniform distribution of random incident particles and a

change of these flux profiles as a function of depth should appear /5/.

Fig. 2 shows the flux distribution along the plane diagonales in Fig. 1 at

various depths. It is clearly seen, that the flux profile has sharp minima

at the sites of the strong V-rows, where the flux vanishes and two quite well

distinguishable attenuations which correspond to the saddle points of the

potential. At the corner of the unit cell the flux has a relative maximum

according to the potential minimum here, which however is not as deep as

that in the proper channels.

Another result, the energy peaking effect which is always combined with

the flux peaking effect, is shown in Fig. 3. It is seen that the energy profile

has a sharp minimum at the site of the strong V-rows and two minima which are

only developed at greater depths.

This phenomenon can easily be understood if one takes into account the

trajectory-dependent term of the electronic energy loss which means that ions

moving very close to the lattice atoms are slowed down also by collisions with

closed shell electrons, whereas for particles moving in the centre of a

channel this contribution can be neglected. Thus the latter have a higher

kinetic energy compared to those moving near atomic strings.

As a further application it is planned to include the calculation of back

scattering probabilities and the implementation of defect profiles to simulate

radiation damage. The described Monte-Carlo-program will then be a powerful

instrument for the analysis of experimental backscattering data.
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Channeling Effect Studies in V
3
Si Single Crystals

o. Meyer and R. Kaufmann

From X-ray diffraction measurements /1/ it is known that in V
3
Si the mean

vibrational amplitude of the V-atoms perpendicular to the V-chain is larger

than parallel to the chain. Further the phonon f~equency distribution for

the Si-atoms is found to be Einstein-like /2/. Thus using a Debye approxima

tion in calculating the mean vibrational amplitude of the Si-atoms is no

longer valid. Both features offer interesting test cases for the channeling

technique.

Angular scans through [100J and [110J channeling directions in V Si have
3 28

been performed using elastically scattered He ions for the V-rows and Si

(d,P8)Si
29

reaction for the Si-rows (Fig. 1).

The measured 1./!1/2- and Xmin- values were q:}mpared to values calculated with

empirical formulas derived fromMönt~Carlo computer calculations /3/.

In complicated crystal structures such as V
3
Si, rows with high scattering

potentials (e.g. V-rows having small distances between the atoms) may affect

the scattering potential of neighboured weak rows. This influence can be

estimated by following a procedure described in /4/. Potential-energy contour

diagramsin planes perpendicular to the [looJ and [110J directions have been

determined using the continuum potential with Moliere's screening function

and considering the potential contribution from a matrix with a total of 79

atoms for the (100)and of 157 atoms for the (110)plane (Fig. 2). From this

calculation the multi-row potential EV(1.2 u
1

) and Vo' the minimum potential

in the open channels between the rows have been determined and the 1./!1/2-values

have been calculated by inserting EV(1.2 u
1

)-V
o

into the equations from ref./3/.

u
1

is the rms one dimensional thermal vibrational amplitude perpendicular to

the row as evaluated from neutron scattering experiments /2/, assuming

isotropic vibration.

The measured 1./!1/2-values are summarized in table 1 and compared to calculated

values using single-row potentials (column 3) and multi-row potentials (column4).
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V3 Si[100] V3 Si[110]

x Si (d,p s ) 1.7 MeV x Si (d,ps) 1.7 MeV

o V (d,d) 1. 7 MeV 0 V (d,d) 1. 7 MeV
.. V (a,a ) 2 MeV • V (a,a) 2 MeV

.-.x.m~~\~\-1'O ---;~~~o~

\ \ \---~_1I2__.:t'~_1/______12J·

-2 - 1 o
TILT ANGLE [0]

+1 +2

Fig. 1 Angular scans at depth of 500 Rthrough the [100 ] and [110]

channeling directions.

1.33 2.67 4.00 5.34 6.67 Ä

Fig. 2 Continuum potential contour plot for the unit cell, projected on

the plane. (Moliere screening function has been used; potential

values are given in eV)
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The experimental ~1/2-values for the [100}direetions are somewhat smaller

than the theoretieal values whereas the experimental values for the [lloJ

direetion are found to be larger. It is eoneluded that this effeet is due to

the anisotropie vibration of the V-atoms. The vibrational amplitude per

pendieular to the V-rows in the [looJ direetions is larger than the vibrational

amplitude under 45
0

to it. This anisotropie vibration was not eonsidered in

the ealeulation. Using the multi-row potentials and the measured ~1/2-values

the partial vibrational amplitudes were ealeulated to be <u~2>V = 0.0064 ~2
2 V 02 2 V 2 2 V ~2 .

and <u
11

> = 0.0015 A . From <u > = «u
11

+ 2 (u
22

> ) /3 a value of 0.0047 l.S

obtained in elose agreement with the <u 2>V -value of 0.0053 ~2, obtained from
v

the isotropie Debye temperature for the V-sublattiee evaluated from neutron

experiments (u
22

is perpendieular to [100J , u
11

parallel to [100J ). The

ratio of <u~1>/<u~2> is found to be 0.23, with a relative error of 40 %.

This value should be eompared to the value of 0.8 found from X-ray analysis/l/.

The ealeulated ~1/2-values for the Si-rows are about 0.04
0

larger than the

experimental values. As the measured values are not extrapolated to zero

target thiekness but are values averaged over a deep layer it is believed

that the larger theoretieal values are more reasonable. Work is in progress

to obtain preeise data for u
1

(Si) from the phonon density distribution and

to study the influenee on the ehanneling model. As the experimental values

in [100J and [110J ehanneling direetions are smaller than the ealeulated

~1/2-values by the same amount, it is eoneluded that the Si-atoms vibrate

isotropieally.

The seeond parameter used for eomparison between theory and experiment

is the minimum yield. In table 2 the measured and ealeulated values have

been summarized. The disagreement between Xe~l (Si [110].) and Xe~p (Si [ 110J)
ml.n ml.n

is eaused by experimental diffieulties in the reaetion analysis. For the

elastieally seattered He-ions the agreement between the experimental and

theoretieal Y . -values is good for the [110J ehanneling direetion where
"nun

the eontribution of the Si-rows to X. of the V-rows is only 10 %. In the
mln

[looJ ehanneling direetion rather large eontributions from the strong V-rows

guiding He-partieles into the weak rows and viee versa are ealeulated.

Assuming that sueh eontributions exist the ealeulated values for the

[100J ehanneling direetion are larger than the measured values. This

indieates that the theory has to be modified for eomplex erystal struetures.
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ll,calc,Experimental I/Jl/2-values and values ~ calculated for
1/2

single-row and multi-row potential

I/Jcal't 0 J
I/Jcalc

Experiment I/Jexp [ 0 J 1/2
1/2 1/2 multi-row pot.

(Barrett) (Molü~re)

V (0,,0,) [100 J
0.75 0.02 o.Sl 0.7S2 MeV ±

V (0,,0,) [110 J
0.52 0.022 MeV ± 0.49 0.47

Si (d,pS) 0.00 J 0.35 0.39 0.391.7·MeV

Si (d,pS) [1ooJ
0.29 0.33 0.341.7 MeV

Table 2 Experimental and calculated X . - values
mln

Experiment
exp calc

Xmin Xmin

V (0,,0,) [1001
2 MeV O.OlS ± 0.003 0.034

V . (0,,0,) [110J
0.020 ± 0.003 0.020

2 MeV

Si (d,pS) [100J
0.09 0.06

1.7 MeV

Si (d,pS) [110J
o.lS 0.05

1.7 MeV
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4.14 Heavy Ion Radiation Damage in V
3
Si-single Crystals

O. Meyer, J. Geerk,and G. Linker

The channeling and backscattering techniques have been successfully used

for investigating damage distributions in semiconductors and metals. As

point defect agglomerates are the most stable defect structures after

irradiation in metals, a direct backscattering component from interstitials

or atoms, displaced more than 0.2 ~ from their lattice site plays a minor

role /1/. These extended defects will increase the transverse energy of the

incident po.rticle beam and thus deflect particles from channeled to random

trajectories /2/. The purpose of this study is to use channeling and

backscattering of He ions in damaged V
3
Si single crystals in order to get

some insight on the structure of damage present. The results will show

that the damage structures in V
3
Si are completely different from those

usually observed in metals.

In Fig. 1 the damage profiles produeed by implanting He-ions with a

fl f 1 1 16/ 2 k d 2 1 14/ 2uence 0 .5' 0 cm at 50 eV an . Kr-ions wi th a fluence of . 0 cm

at 50 keV are shown. From the damage peak areas, which are nearly equal, it
. 2

is found that,aoout the same nloober of displaced v-atoms/ern have been produced

although the number of implanted Be-ions/cm
2

is a factor of 75 larger than

the implanted number oE Kr-ions/cm
2

. After eorreeting for the amount of

energy transferred by nuclear collisions the damage produeed by the Kr-ions

is about a factor of 15 larger than for He-ions. This disagreement between

retained damage after light and heavy ion irradiation has also been observed
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for Si where the retained damage could be further enhanced by using poly

atomic ion implantation /3/. It is believed that the deposited energy

density within each invidual collision cascade will determine how much

damage is created and retained.

From the damage peak areas measured as function of Kr-fluence the number

of displacements per incident ion can be obtained. The result of these

measurements are presented in Fig. 2. For Kr fluences equal or above

3 . 1014/cm2, corresponding to a concentration of 0.3 at. % the damage

peak reaches the random level and saturates. The damage contribution to

weil resolved damage peaks consists of V- and Si-atoms, displaced more than

about 0.2 ~ from their lattice sites. If the damage peak touches the random

level, the structure has been rendered amorphous. It is found that about

720 V-atoms and 260 Si-atoms have been displaced by one Kr-ion at 50 keV.

The number of displaced Si-atoms is about 1/3 of the displaced V-atoms.

From theory /4/ it is estimated that about 45 keV of the total Kr ion energy

is transferred into nuclear collisions. Together with the number of displaced

V-atoms an effective displacement threshold energy of 23 eV is estimated. The

fluence of 3 . 1014Kr/cm2 for saturation correspond to about 2.4 dpa (displace

ments per atom), indicating that annealing or recombination effects are small.

The results presented in Fig. 2 are compared to those which were obtained

for 50 keV Sb ions implanted in Si (dashed line in Fig. 2) /5/. A remarkable

agreement exists for the damage production in the semiconductor Si and in the

metal V
3
Si. As current models for displacement processes in metals and semi

conductors are substantially different from each other, one may conclude that

the type of bonding in V
3
Si is different from other metals and that a large

component of covalent bonding may exist. Strong covalent bonding between

adjacent V-atoms in V
3
Si has indeed been observed by X-ray diffraction /6/.

The disorder peaks anneal at temperatures above 900
0

C as shown in Fig. 2. At

temperatures above 1000
0 c an enhanced surface peak remains, possibly caused

by an oxide layer of increased thickness.
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4.15 Proximity Effect in Irradiated V
3
Si Single Crystal~

O. Meyer

The superconducting transition temperature T in A-15 materials is strongly
c

depressed after irradiation with neutrons, heavy ions and light ions and the

of Tappears
c

lowering of T
c

regions having

mechanism responsible for the observed reduction

In the following we would like to show that the

ximity effect due to the presence of disordered

TC-values /1/ does not hold for irradiated V
3
Si.

to be similar.

by the pro-

low or no

Large depressions of the superconducting transition temperature from 16.5

to 2.5 Kwere observed for V
3
Si thin films with thicknesses of about 2000 R

after irradiation with He ions at 2 MeV /2/. We have produced the same amount

of damage in V
3
Si single crystals by using He ions at 300 KeV and scaling the

corresponding fluence with E-
1

. From the [looJ aligned channeling and back

scattering spectra as shown in Fig. 1 for irradiated V Si single crystals
3

only a small enhanced dechanneling component is visible in the region of

2000 Rfrom the surface. This increase in the minimum yield X(t) . may be
mln

caused by different defect structures. Here we assume the existence of

disordered regions which will cause a similar dechanneling component in

metals /3/. Dechanneling and TEM results on visible clusters have been
-14 2

combined and a dechanneling cross section Gd equal to 2.3 • 10 cm was

obtained /3/. From the dechanneled fractions X and X(z), before and
min

after damage respectively, the density of visible clusters N may then be
c

estimated from:

N
c 6(dX)dz) / [(1 - Xmin) • G~ 17 3

to be about 10 /cm.
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Fig. 2 Deerease of T withimplanted'He fluenees as measured on irradiated
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V
3
Si thin films (2) and compared to ealeulations using the proximity

effeets.
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In Nb
3

Sn irradiated with neutrons extended defects with an average size of

40 ~ diameter have been observed /1/. Assuming the same average diameter for

clusters in irradiated V
3
Si, F is then calculated to be 0.017. Following the

procedure of Pande /1/ the T depression due to the proximity effect has been
c .

calculated. The calculation is based on the BCS theory, on an effective N(o)V-

value derived by DeGennes /4/ for layered structures and on F = l-exp-(vn)

were V is the volume of a disordered region and n the density of primary

knock-on particles (n ~ fluence) .
p

In order to describe the measured data by the calculated values (solid line

in Fig. 2) for V
3
Si thin films /2/ as shown in Fig. 2 the following para

meters were used:

N V and N V have been obtained from the BCS-formula using T = 16.5 K and
s s n n c

Tc = 2.5, respectively and 8
D

= 450
0

K (S for high T material, n for low
17 2 c

T material). At the He-fluence of 3.3 . 10 /cm where T reaches the lower
c c

saturation level, F was assumed to be 0.6. A close fit to the experiment is

reached if the ratio N /N is assumed to be equal to 5. Although the measured
s n

data are described rather well, there are mainly three objections:

i)

ii)

The assumption of 2 fit parameters Fand N /N is problematic.
s ·n

The large decrease of N should be accompanied by a simultaneous yet
s

somewhat smaller increase in V , in contradiction to the findings in/5/.
s

iii) An upper limit in the number of extended defects as estimated from
17 2

dechanneling yield for a, fluence corresponding to 3.3 . 10 He/cm

of 2 MeV is 5 . 10
17

cm
3

resulting in F = 0.017 which is small compared

to the value of F = 0.6 used as a fit parameter at this fluence.

As conclusion follows that the T depression as observed after He
c

irradiation of V
3
Si thin films is probably not due to the proximity effect.

In the following contribution a more reliable explanation for the increase in

X(t) , and the decrease in T is presented.
mln c
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4
4.16 Channeling Effeet Measurements of He-Indueed Damage in

V
3
Si Single Crystals

o. Meyer

As a possible defeet strueture in A-15 material being responsible for

the large T -depressions observed after irradiation, a "zig-zag" atomie
c

arrangement of the transition metals has been discussed previously /1/.

The channeling technique has been used to study atom displacements in the

order of 0.1 R.

In order to detect displaeed atoms with displacement amplitudes smaller

than about the Thomas-Fermi screening parameter, the transverse energy of

the analysing beam has to be increased and angular scan curves have to be

measured. These curves were measured at depths of 2000 Rand 500 R. As an
16 2

example the results obtained prior to and after implantation of 6 • 10 He/em

V3 Si [110]
X V(a,a)after irradiation with

6.10 16 Helcm 2 ,300KeV

• V(a,a)2MeV

---------~~-f-f-~-.

(/
xe

V3 Si[100]
X V(a,a)after irradiation with

6.10 16 Helcm 2 .300KeV

• V(a,a)2 MeV

f-f-l~~~~------1.0

\\
\\

\ 4>112

-2 -1

4>112

o
TILT ANGLE [0]

1 2

Fig. 1 Angular scan curves from 2 MeV He ions scattered from V in V
3
Si

single crystal for the [100 J ~nd the [110 J directions prior to and

after implantation of 6 . 10
16

He/cm
2

at 300 KeV.
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are shown in Fig. 1 for the [1001 as weil as for the [1101 ehanneling

direetion. An appreeiable narrowing of the ~1/2-values and a slight inerease

in X. was observed. This narrowing has been measured as a funetion of
ml.n

fluenee (table 2) and for different V
3
Si single erystals cut perpendieular

to the [110J ehanneling direetion.

Table 1
16 2

Measured ~1/2- and X
min

- values after irradiation with 6 . 10 He/ern.

Values prior to irradiation are given in braekets.

Experiment ~exp [ 0 J <u>[~J
exp eal

1/2 Xmin Xmin

V (0,,0,) [1ooJ
0.68(0.75) 0.104 (0.084) 0.034(0.018) .0.07 (0.034)

2 MeV

V (0,,0,) [110J
0.44(0.52) 0.086(0.05) 0.065(0.02) 0.08(0.020)

2 MeV

The deerease of the ~1/2-values and the inerease of the X . -values after
. ml.n

He ion irradiation are summarized in table 1 and ean be deseribed ~y an inerease

of the rms displacement u
1

of the V-atoms from the row. Assuming the inerease

to be a statie displacement with a gaussian distribution and subtraeting the

square of the rms one dimensional thermal vibrational amplitude we obtain the

Table 2 Values of ~1/2- and ~in at zero target thiekness as a funetion

of He fluenee (300 keV), lowering of T as a funetion of He
e

fluenee (2 MeV) as determined by Poate et al. /2/.

Fluenee at 2 MeV /4/ Corresponding Average
~1/2 Xminfluenee at 300 keV T [oKJ /4/

e

- - 1.64 0.75 ± 0.01 0.020

6 · 10
16

9 · 10
15

12 0.75 0.022

1.3 · 10
17

2 · 10
16

7 0.72 0.028

2.6 · 10
17

4 · 10
16

3.5 0.70 0.03

4 · 10
17

6 · 10
16

2.5 0.67 0.032

6.6 · 10
17

10
17

2.5 0.68 0.04

8 • 10
17

1.2 · 10
17 - 0.67 0.032
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values for theone-dimensional rms static displacements to be 0.06 ~

perpendicular to the [l00}- and 0.07 ~ perpendicular to the [110J direction.

As a severe consequence, the symmetry of the system is disturbed. Weger /2/

has shown that the matrix elements of interchain coupling are large, however

because ofsymmetry considerations their influence on the sharp peaks of the

electronic state density cancels. If the symmetry is perturbed this coupling

will destroy the sharp peaks in the density of electronic states and thus

depress T /3/.
c
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4.17 Determination of Oxygen Profiles in Layers and Bulk

Material

E.L. Haase and M. Conrad

A simple nondestructive method for the determination of very low oxygen

contents has not been worked out so far. In the course of investigations of

the role of a controlled oxygen partial pressure during the preparation of

Nb
3

Ge films, the sensitivity of known methods had to be improved /1/. The

backscattering technique is usually too insensitive. Use of the 3.05 MeV

resonance in the 160(a,~ scattering is cumbersome, as it requires a number

of measurements with varying incident energies to scan a layer of a few

hundreds nm /2/. For good depth resolution one needs high specific energy

loss. In this respect the 160 (d,a ) exothermic nuclear reaction is better
o

than the 160 {diP ) reactions. What has so far seriously restricted the use
16 x 16 . 12

of the O(d,a) reaction are interfering (d,p)-reactions from 0, C,
28 0

Si and most of the low Z substrates.

There is a simple way to avoid such interferences. Protons have a lower

specific energy loss than a-particles. So if one chooses the detector
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Fig. 1 Oxygen profiles of Nb
3

Ge layers. Left: A film with essentially no

oxygen inside and the surface and substrate surface oxide peaks.

Right: Profiles of films prepared with the stated oxygen partial

pressure.

thickness such that the a-particles are stopped, but the protons pass through,

their resulting pulse heights will be much lower.

The substrate should meet a number of requirements. It should contain

no extra oxygen or other light elements resulting in interfe ring nuclear

reactions. Medium Z elements are best, as the Coulomb barrier prevents

nuclear reactions. High Z materials can cause electronic pile-up on account
2

of the Z dependence of the Rutherford cross section for deuteron elastic

scattering. For our purpose monocrystalline Si has turned out to be a fairly

good substrate material. For bulk material the requirements are less severe.

To obtain a high yield, one should work near a broad resonance /3/. For

our purposes the rising part of the resonance at 1.08 MeV has turned out

to be optimal. Here the cross section rises approximately linearly with

depth and so a small uncertainty in the incident deuteron energy causes

only a negligible error in the absolute amount of oxygen, as a thin Si0
2

layer on Si is used as a calibration standard. In the Fig. 1 the pulse height

spectra have been converted to depth scales using the known energy losses

for deuterons and a-particles. The left figure shows the oxygen depth profile

inside. The few counts
29

from Si(d,a) reac
x

The left peak sterns

of a Nb
3

Ge film which contains essentially no oxygen

from inside the film stern from electronic pile-up and

tions and limit the sensitivity to 0.05 at. % oxygen.

from the surface oxide layer. Its width of 35 nm is determined by the in-
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strumental resolution and the tilt angle of 78.5
0

. The right peak sterns

from the substrate surfaee oxide layer and is broadened by substrate

roughness and energy straggling. On the right the oxygen profiles for

two layers of Nb
3

Ge are shown, whieh were grown during the presenee of

the stated oxygen partial pressure. The left peak is eaused by the surfaee

oxide layer.

This method has been refined for the determination of oxygen profiles

in Nb
3

Ge films. However its major applieations will lie in the measurement

of oxygen profiles generally.It has sueeessfully been applied to measure

the oxygen profile in a eorroded sampie of reaetor stainless steel and the

oxygen eontent of a Nb-surfaee for supereondueting rf-eavities.
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4.18 The Influenee of Oxygen Content on the Supereondueting

Properties of Nb
3

Ge Films

M. Conrad and E.L. Haase

and the resistanee ratio rwere determined by a/2/. T
e

probe resistive measurement. T was taken at the tern
e

% deerease öf resistanee. The lattieeperature with a 5 parameters a were
o

obtained by X-ray diffraetion using a wide film Debye eamera in Seemann-Bohlin

standard four-point

The effeet of a eontrolled admission of oxygen during evaporation of

Nb
3

Ge thin films on the supereondueting transition temperature Tc' the

resistanee ratio (r resistanee at room temperature/resi.stanee at 25 K) and

the lattiee parameter a has been investigated. In this report the results
o

of layers evaporated onto heated Si single erystals are diseussed, the

films having t:hieknesses in the range of 1800 - 2000 ~ and a Nb/Ge ratio

of about 2.8. Both parameters were determined by analysis of Rutherford

baekseattering speetra whieh were measured using 2.3 MeV 4He ions /1/. The

oxygen eontent was determined using the nuelear reaetion 160 (d,a)14N with

1.08 MeV deuterons
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arrangement and also using a diffraetometer in the Bragg-Brentano arrangement.

Table I summarizes the important data for the sampies. The oxygen partial

pressure Po and the oxygen eontent e show an approximately linear
9.7 -6

eorrelation in the range Po = 5 . 10 to 6 . 10 Torr.

The lattiee parameter values as determined by the two methods differ

eonsistently /3/. In the Seemann-Bohlin arrangement the X-rays strike

the sampie with fixed glaneing ineidenee, whereas in the Bragg-Brentano

arrangement only diffraeting planes parallel to the surfaee are effeetive,

allowing the determination of a lattiee parameter a". The differenee is
o

interpreted to be due to strain in the Nb
3

Ge layers.eaused by a smaller

eontraetion of the films as eompared to the substrate when eooling down
o

from about 850 C. The diffraetometer values give the lattiee parameter a"
o

whosedilatation ~estimated to be 1 0/00, using different thermal expansion

and the an values with
o

used in the following, as their errors are smaller.

eoefficients for Nb
3

Ge and Si. For the film measurements an angular dependent

correction was applied to obtain the lattice parameter al from diffracting
o

planes perpendieular to the surface. Although the variations of the aL
o

oxygen content are eonsistent, only aL values are
o

Fig. 1 shows the lattice parameter

It is elearly seen that two lines can

1..
a plotted vs. oxygen content c .

o 0

be drawn through the points. As the

crosses and the eireles stern from different evaporation runs, we interpret·

this to be an effect due to slightly different conditions during evaporation.

At 5 at. % oxygen the lattice parameter is inereased by 0.005 ~ 0.002 R
(mean of f:"a" and f:"aL

). In camparison, the same amount of oxygen dissolved
o 0

in Nb would lead to an increaseof 0.030 R. SO it appears that only little

oxygen is ineorporated in the AlS-phase.

Fig. 2 shows plots of T vs. lattice parameter at the left side and T
c c

vs. oxygen content at the right side. The fall of T for an oxygen content
e

of more than about 1.5 at. % may be interpreted as a lattiee disorder

effeet produced by the oxygen in the sampies. Both figures show an increase

of T for an oxygen eontent less 1.5 at. % resp. the eorresponding lattice
e

parameter. This allows the eonclusion that a small eontent of oxygen in the

sampie actually helps in forming the AlS-phase with high T .
c
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It is argued by Testardi et al. /4/ that defects in the Nb
3

Ge films

introduced during the growth process may lead to a physical behaviour
4

similar to that introduced by He bombardment. They also find a lattice
4

parameter expansion by He damage. The results we obtained indicate two

effects for oxygen content in Nb
3

Ge films. One is the lattice swelling

due to a disorder effect, the other is the improved growth condition

for the A15-phase for low oxygen content, enhancing T in the films.
c

Table I

Oxygen Oxygen Lattice

Sample T
Resistance

Partial Content Parameter a"c a..L. ±0.002
(K) Ratio

Pressure (at. %) c 0
No. r Po 0 0

107 21.0 5' • -7
5.157 5.132 ± 0.002I 1. 51 10 0.3

107 21.5 1
-6

1.15 5.145 5.129 ± 0.005II 1.66 · 10
-6

107 III 15.9 - 3 • 10 2.4 5.160 5.133 ± 0.004

107
-6

5.164 5.140 ± 0.005IV 14.3 1. 39 6 · 10 4.4

108 I 19.4 1.43 <5 • 10-8
0.26 5.152 5.136 ± 0.003

108 20.6 1. 55 1
-6

0.85 5.154 5.126 ± 0.003II • 10

108 III 21.3 1. 53 3 · 10-6
1.5 5.154 5.131 ± 0.003

108 IV 14.0 1.47 6 · 10-6
5 5.160 5.133 ± 0.003
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Determination of Inert Gas Concentrations in Metals with

Rutherford Backscattering and X-Ray Photoelectron-

spectroscopy

H.J. schmidt
a

, E. Henrich
a

, and G. Linker

arnstitut für Heiße Chemie, GfK

There are several possibilities for the final storage of radioactive 85Kr

separated from the dissolver in the nuclear fuel reprocessing procedure. An

alternative to the storage in high pressure bottles is for security reasons

the deposition of fission krypton into metal matrices. This can be performed

by burying the noble gas atoms in evaporated or sputtered metal layers. Con

centrations of Ne, Ar, and Kr from a few up to 30 at. % in bias-sputtered

metal films have been already reported /1/. In this work sputtering and ion

implantation were used to introduce Kr into different metals. Concentration

determinations were performed using Rutherford backscattering (RBS) and X-ray

photoelectronspectroscopy (XPS) to optimize the deposition or implantation

parameters and test the properties of the metal-Kr samples.

In a first step however the capabilities of the analyzing methods have

been compared. RBS is known to be absolute but for sufficient sensitivity

is restricted to systems with high Z impurities in lower Z host matrices.

For other systems a complementary analysis like XPS must be performed. This

method, though not absolute, does not suffer from Z-restrictions (besides

He and H detection) and a relative concentration determination for a

homogeneous sample can be obtained from the following formula /2/:

with 0 = ionisation cross section for an electron, S = spectrometer constant

depending on electron energy, A = mean free escape depth, C = concentration

of an element, N = peak intensity from XPS spectra.The indices 1 and 2 are

used for target and impurity atoms, respectively. For inhomogeneous samples

concentration profiles can also be obtained by taking spectra at different

photoelectron escape angles.
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Fig. 1 Sections ofaXPS spectrum from a Ti foil implanted with Kr ions

showing the signals from Ti and Kr.

+In Fig. 1 as an example a XPS spectrum from a Ti-foil implanted with Kr

ions at 10 keV until saturation is shown. With the integrated peak intensities

from this spectrum an inert gas content in the sample of 13 + 1 at. % was

determined. RBS analysis from the same foil yielded a concentration of

12 + 0.5 at. %. This agreement within the error of the methods has also

been found for other systems and different implantation conditions showing

that reasonable complementary analysis can be performed using XPS and RBS.

Gas release studies at temperatures up to tooooc showed that in most of

the investigated metals diffusion of the buried gas atoms started at about

0.5 T with T being the melting point in degree K.
m m
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Single Crystal Growth

B. Scheerer

Niobium-Carbo-Nitride

A NbN.
36

C.
34

single crystal was grown by vertical float zone melting.

The starting material was hot pressed NbNC-powder.

We obtained our crystal after a single pass under a N
2
-atmosphere of

20 bar. The velocity was 11 mm/h. The zoned part of the rod was 10 mm in

diameter and had a total length of about 50 mm. Out of this rod we cut a
3single crystal of about 1.5 cm .

By chemical analysis of the single crystal we obtained the following

values: N = 21.4 at. %, C = 19.9 at. %.

PdFe

We started to grow PdFe-single crystals with varying Fe constant for

measurements of internal magnetic fields in PdFe alloys ny ~+ spin

rotations.

We prepared these samples by melting the material in a "cold crucible".

By extremely slow cooling of the material it is possible to get a directed

heat loss via the bottom of the cold crucible. This leads to the formation

and upward growth of a single crystal throughout the entire sample. In this

way a PdFe-single crystal with 0.3 at. % Fe was produced.

HOA1
2

A HoA1
2
-single crystal was grown employing the method described by M. Godet

et al. /1/. The material was melted in a tungsten-crucible by high frequency

induction. The crystal was pulled out of the melt with a tungsten wire

without any seed crystal.

REFERENCE
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Metals 30, 301 (1973)
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PROCESSING

5.1 The Improvement of our Structure Calculation Programs

Adaption of the XRAY76 to an IBM Computer

R. Kuhn

The University of Maryland hasdeveloped a new version of the XRAY

library the "XRAY76", which carries out the calculations required to solve

the structure of crystals by diffraction techniques /1/.

The XRAY76 has a new, more sophisticated data management causing a faster

run, and many new programs, e.g. plot routines. It has been implemented onan

UNIVAC 1108 computer. We received about 90 000 cards highly blocked on a

magnetic tape and had to adapt it to our 370/168 IBM computer.

The higher speed has been achieved by a set of input-output programs

written in assembler language. But this assembler deck we got, did not fit

either the possibilities at our installation or even the conventions of the

FORTRAN programs of the XRAY76. The assembler programs have been adapted

and now we have a working version of the XRAY76 on our installation.

Until now we have tested successfully the phases working with the old

XRAY release: BONDLA, CRYLSQ, DATRDN, FC, FOURR, LOADAT. Furthermore some

new phases are available:

1. DATc05 is a set of data preprocessing routines. It treats the output of a

diffractometer and carries out the calculations required to produce a

scaled, merged, sorted and checked set of reflection data ready for the

XRAY system.

2. CONTRS is a program to draw contour maps from FOURR on our STATOS plotter

or the line printer.

3. PROJCT produces a projection or a perspective view of structural units

on our STATOS plotter or the line printer.

4. LISTFC lists structure factors suitable for publication.

5. PEKPIK scans a Fourier or a Patterson map and detects the coordinates and

densities of the maxima (peaks).

6. RLIST explores special R-factors (agreement factors between calculated

and observed structure factors) for various zones and reflection groups.
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In the version XRAY76 the memory space now needed is reduced from

310 K Bytes to 240 K in comparison to our former XRAY version.

REFERENCE

/1/ J.M. Stewart, Technical Report TR-446, The X-RAY SYSTEM, version of 1976,

University of Maryland

5.2 Zeichnungserstellung von Printed-Card-Layouts

R. Moser

I. Graphische Ausgabe des Belegungsplanes

Es wurde ein Programm entwickelt, das eine Printed Cards (PC) entsprechende,

maßstabsgetreue Ausgabe des Belegungsplans liefert.

Die Eingabe wird von NOVA-Magnetbändern gelesen und in einem Vorspann

(11) aufbereitet.

Die Zeichnung wird eröffnet, indem die Stromschienen geplottet werden.

Um eine gute Orientierungsmöglichkeit auf der weißen Papierausgabe des

STATOS-Plotters zu bieten, wird ein Rasternetz gezeichnet, das in 10er

Schritten Markierungen setzt.

Die Lochlagen werden vom Programm entsprechend der Eingabe für IC-Grup

gen und diskrete Bauteile definiert.

Die Daten werden folgendermaßen gelesen:

alphanumerische Bezeichnung der IC-Gruppe (A4) , X, Y-Koordinaten des

1. Beines, Anzahl der Beine einer Beinreihe, Abstand der Beinreihen von

einander (415).

Das Programm arbeitet mit einer Matrix des Typs Integer * 2 und der Größe

280 * 290. Der Zustand der Rasterpunkte wird mit 0 = frei und 3 = belegt

gekennzeichnet.

Zunächst wird die Matrix = 0 gesetzt.

Nach dem Einlesen der Daten werden die X,Y-Koordinaten für alle Beine

der IC-Gruppe berechnet und es wird in der Matrix geprüft, ob alle vor

gesehenen Positionen für die Lochlagen der gewünschten IC-Gruppe frei
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sind. Ist dies der Fall, so werden die entsprechenden Rasterpunkte als

besetzt deklariert, die Bohrlöcher geplottet und die X,Y-Koordinaten

ausgedruckt.

Die.geplotteten IC-Gruppen werden beschriftet. Die Beschriftung wird

jedoch unterdrückt, wenn nur ein Bein pro Reihe angegeben wurde.

Konnte eine IC-Gruppe nicht gesetzt werden, so wird eine Fehlermeldung

ausgedruckt. Anschließend werden die nächsten Daten eingelesen.

Wurde das Ende der Daten gefunden, so wird die Zeichnung abgeschlossen

und das Programm stoppt.

Das Programm wurde für die IBM 370/168-158 unter os/MVT entwickelt. Es

benötigt 228 K Speicherplätze und 12,5 sec zum Setzen von 640 IC-Gruppen.

II. Aufbereitung der Eingabedaten

Die Eingabedaten werden von NOVA-Magnetbändern gelesen. Da hier im ASCII

Code, an der IBM jedoch im EBCDIC-Code gearbeitet wird, muß der Code

konvertiert werden.

Dies geschieht mit Hilfe des PL/1-Programms ASCITSO 11/, welches mit einer

Blocklänge von maximal 504 Byte arbeitet. Es verlangt als erste Information

die Anzahl der folgenden Daten und dann das Datenfeld.

Da auf der NOVA die Magnetbänder unter FORTRAN und BASIC i.a. ohne Rück

sicht auf die Länge der WRITE-Liste, gegebenenfalls stückweise, in einen

514 Byte-Puffer geschrieben werden (510 Byte Daten und 4 Byte Systemin

formation) , wird ein teilgefüllter Puffer mit Nullen aufgefüllt. Das

Ende des logischen und des physikalischen Records muß also nicht iden

tisch sein. Diese im ASCII-Code geschriebenen Nullen sind für ASCITSO

nicht interpretierbare Zeichen.

Um das Programm SCITSO verwenden zu können, wurde ein Fortran-Programm

zum Aufbereiten der Daten entwickelt.

Dieses Programm liest jeweils einen Block der Länge 514 Bytes als Charak

tere in einen Puffer und teilt diesen in 2 Blöcke mit 255 Bytes. Dann wird

in jedem dieser Blöcke das logische Ende gesucht und mit dem physikalischen

Ende des Blockes verglichen. Sind beide identisch, so werden diese zwei

Blöcke mit der jeweils vorangehenden Anzahl der Daten nacheinander ausge

geben und der nächste Block wird vom Band gelesen, geteilt und geprüft.
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War der logische Recod kleiner als der physikalische Record, so wird noch

der logische Record ausgegeben und das Programm gestoppt, da dies gleich

zeitig das Ende der gesamten Eingabe bedeutet.

Die Ausgabe dieses Programms wird zwischengespeichert und dienst als Ein

gabe für ASCITSO, welches die endgültige Eingabe für das Programm zur

Erstellung des Bohrplanes liefert und protokolliert.

REFERENCES
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5.3 Mega - Channel - Kicksorter ASSTRO

G. Ehret and H. Hanak

ASSTRO (Automatisches Summieren von ~pektren auf einem TROmmelspeicher

++ automatie cumulation of spectra on a drum) is working since several years

as apart of the MIDAS - system /1/. Thiskicksorter for one million channels

and 4.5, 7, or 11 kHz counting rate consists of

a) a fixed head magnetic drum with 512 tracks,

b) any NOVA - computer with 800 ns cycle time and 8 K or 16 K memory,

c) a special drum controller,

d) a special computer-computer adapter to the old MIDAS I (CDC 160A)

e) a commercial computer-computer adapter to new MIDAS 11 (NOVA 2)

f) a special kicksorter/input (RING)

The operating system is adaptable to 8 K of the 16 K size of memory by soft

ware switches at assembly time.

In the period reported, enhancements on item c) and f) have been carried out

to meet expected problems in further reliability of'the system in the near

future.

The old special drum controller was built on a Data General 4040 General

Interface Board. This resulted in space and noise problems for such a complex

electronic device.
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We therefore completely redesigned the drum controller. We used the weil

proved preparation techniques for four-level multiwire cards /2, 3/. These

multiwire cards allow the highest packing density of integrated circuits.

To allow more flexibility during the prototype test, a stage with a wire-wrapped

"multiwire" card has been introduced into the preparation sequence. This

wrapped drum controller is under test.

The software device handler for the RING - input has been adapted to the

new list/increment unit. The unit is a standard equipment for all NOVA

computers and allows more than the 64 K channel input of the RING part,

which is the limit of the older unit still in use.
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5.4 A Lightpen for the TV-Display of the NOVA-Computer

G. Ehret, H. Hanak, and H. Sobiesiak

On-line control of experiments by computers including interrupt activity

programmed in BASIC or FORTRAN do not allow the keyboard to be used as the

standard device for data input. The reason for this limitation is that all

interrupt activity is suspended (BASIC) or partly suspended (FORTRAN) as long

as the computer is waiting for completion of the input-line. Interactive

graphie evaluation of spectra would be impossible in such a multitask

environment. Alternative equipment like special keyboards or switches connected

via interfaces are needed, requiringcomplex experimenters manipulation and

programming.

We therefore equipped the TV display with a lightpen, which is a simple

non - mechanical device. A lightpen surrenders to the program the X,Y 

coordiantes of a bright spot of the 256 x 256 matrix pointed to by a light

sensitive pen. The lightpen activity is under program control, permitting

data input and interrupts.
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DEVELOPMENT OF MEASURING DEVICES AND TECHNIQUES

6.1 Automatie Data Collection in Tunneling Experiments

J. Geerk

In the experimental technique of superconducting tunneling, the measure

ments to be made are of the energy gap and of the first and second derivatives

of the tunneling characteristics of the junction in both superconducting and

normal states as a function of voltage. For digital computer analysis the

information which the recorder traces contain, has to be available as a set of

numbers punched onto paper tape or onto cards. This digitalisation is tedious

and time consuming so that a device which enables the direct recording of the

derivative data onto paper tape has been built up.

Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the whole data collection system. The

junction voltage is detected by a digital voltmeter and the first derivative

is measured by a potentiometrie conductance bridge described in /1/. The

BCD-information representing the junction voltage passes a buffer stage

followed by an opto-coupler which serves to break up the big ground loop

wh~ch the whole system contains. The following logic unit produces a pulse

if a decimal "9"changes into a decimal "0" on the digital reading of the

voltmeter. Thus, if the junction bias is sweeped, pulses are produced at

voltagesteps of fixed width.

Digital-
-------

Impedanee f-4 Opto- f-4 Logieal Printer
Voltmeter Adapter Coupler Unit

~
V

~
Delay ,. Multisealer
Unit

TMC
~ ~ .Potentiometrie ""

Tunnel- BCD to Gates and
junction ~ Conductanee 1-..... Adaptorstage ........ Binary f-4 BufferBridqe Converter

Puncher

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the data collection system
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Fig. 2 Phonon strueture of a Ta-I-Ag junetion

The BCD-information of the potentiometrie eonduetanee bridge is, after

passing an adapter stage, eonverted into the eorresponding binary information.

With the pulses from the logieal unit this binary information is eonverted

into pulses by aseries of gates. After buffering, these pulses are fed into

the binary arithmetie register of a multiehannel analyzer TMC CN-l024. The

pulse from the logieal unit is delayed and given into the external trigger

input of a multisealer unit TMC-214. Thus, after taking up the information,

the multiehannel analyzer switehes to the next ehannel, taking up the in

formation of the next voltage step and so on.

After the dI/dV-eharaeteristie is stored within the interesting voltage

range the eurve ean be displayed and punehed onto paper tape for computer

analysis. As a result Fig. 2 shows the phonon induced strueture of a Ta-I-Ag

junetion. The measurement was taken with a voltage grid of 0.1 meV and a time

eonstant of 1 seeond. The seattering of the points may be redueed by the

applieation of higher time eonstants.

If seeond derivative data have to be stored, the potentiometrie eondue

tanee bridge is replaeed by a digital voltmeter with BCD-output. This digital
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voltmeter is connected to the output of a lock-in amplifier, which detects

the second harmonic signal /2/ created by the tunneling diode.
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6.2 Some Experiences with the "Cold Crucible"

B. Scheerer

The cold crucible is a water-cooled crucible for melting conducting

materials. The material is heated by high frequency induction. The HF

induces currents in the material which heat and melt the sampie and

create a magnetic field which holds the sampie in a floated state. This

procedure guarantees that there is no contact between the water-cooled

crucible and the melt. It minimizes contamination by impurities and is

therefore essential for melting very pure or very reactive materials

such as the rare earths.

3 3
Our two cold crucibles (for sampie volumes of 5 cm and 25 cm ) have

each 16 segments. They are operated by a 40 KW, 250 KHz high frequency

generator.

o
It was easily possible to melt 5 g niobium (m.p. = 2400 C) or 20 g

nickel (m.p. = 14550 C) in the small crucible. We often produced alloys in

these crucibles which due to the rapid solidification had the great

advantage of a homogeneous distribution of the alloyedconstituents.
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6.3 The Time-of-Flight Spectrometer TOF3

N. Nücker

In the last years time-of-flight(TOF)spectrometers were used more and

more in the investigation of the dynamics of solids and liquid~.We therefore

extended our TOF3-spectrometer (Fig. 1) at the FR2.

Thermal neutrons from the beam tube are monochromatized by a single

crystal and are reflected at an angle of 28 = 490
. Different energies can be

selected using appropriate crystals and reflecting planes. The last experiments

were performed at an energy of 100 meV using copper crystals. The monochromatic

neutrons are pulsedby a succeeding Fermi~hopper. The sample and analyzers

are shielded by a housing formed of bricks of boron-paraffine. The sample

may be fixed ina scattering box of 80 cm diameter. This box can be evacuated
-4

to better than 10 mb to avoid neutron scattering by air and for thermal

isolatation for low and high temperature experiments.

120 He 3 detectors are mounted in boxes at a distance of 300 cm from the

sample. The boxes are fixed to a 60 degree segment filled with argon gas.

The range of scattering angles may be chosen between 0
0

and 1400 by turning

this segment around its axis centered at the sample position. The counter

boxes contain 6 detectors with preamplifiers, main amplifiersand discriminators

with one-shot exit, SUfi output of TTL signals for the six counters and a high

voltage supply. The boxes are supplied by + 6V, - 6V and + 24V.

A 32-input TOF-unit /1/ encodes the data which are stored in a Nova 2 computer.

Data evaluationcanalso be performed by this computer. The TOF-data enter via

an increment unit /2/ to a 32 K memory reserved for data. Programs are run

in an additional 32 K memory. Data acquisition is independent of running

programs, thus data evaluation my be done during the experiments.

The computer is equipped with a disk, a magnetic tape unit, a "Silent"

typewriter and a TV screen. Programs written in Basic and in Fortran IV

languages are supported by a common subroutine package written in assembler

to access the special IO-devices. A lightpen /4/ is a very helpful tool in

the data handling using a TV screen.
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Fig. 1 TOF3 spectrometer

(1 R7 beam tube, 2 single crystal monochromator, 3 collimator,

4 fermichopper, 5 sampie, 6 scattering box, 7 argon filled segment,

8 counter boxes, 9 rails for turning the segment, 10 shielding house,

11 door).
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At present the following programs are available:

3. "Einpho"

1.

2.

4.

"TOF"

"Unt"

"Mu"

Program in Basic for the following purposes

a start und stop of data acquisition

b display of TOF-spectra on TV

c writing results on disk

d clear data memory

e counting rate control

f print and plot of data on the console

Program in Basic for background correction

Program in Basic for the calculation of the phonon density
of states neglecting multiphonon processes

Fortran program Muphocor /5/ for calculation of the phonon
density of states with correction for instrumental resolution
and multiphonons.
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6.4 Wechsel- und Justiereinheit fÜr Monochromatoreinkristalla

K. Weber

Beim Multidetektorflugzeitspektrometer TOFl kann die Energie des monochroma

tischen Strahls durch vier in einer Abschirmwalze befindliche Monochromator-

kristalle gewählt werden. Wurde fÜr ein bestimmtes Meßproblem die gÜnstigste
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Fig. 1 Vertikalschnitt der Monochromatorwechseleinrichtung
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der 4 Energien ausgewählt, wird der dafür zuständige Einkristall auf die

position unter den weißen Neutronenstiahl gedreht (nach Verriegelung der

Walze), in den Strahl hochgefahren und optimal justiert. Diese vier Be

wegungsabläufe werden mit der neu entwickelten, fernsteuerbaren Wechsel

und Justiereinheit realisiert.

Die gesamten Bewegungsaufgaben werden von Schritt- und Gleichstrom

motoren übernommen, die von der elektronischen Folgesteuerung angesteuert

werden.

Eine Energieänderung wird in folgenden Stufen durchgeführt.

1. Absenken des noch im Strahl befindlichen Monochromatorkristalls.

2. Entriegeln der Walze.

3. Drehen der Walze zur Positionierung des für die gewünschte Energie

zuständigen Einkristalls unter den weißen Neutronenstrahl.

4. Heben des Kristalls in den Strahl.

5. Drehen des Kristalls in die Reflexebene.

6. Kippen des Kristalls in zwei um 90
0

versetzreEbenen zur optimalen

Ausrichtung des monoenergetischen Strahls.

Die technische Lösung der einzelnen Bewegungsstufen wurde wie folgt durch

geführt.

1. Heben und Senken des Monochromatorkristalls.

Eine mittels eines Getriebemotors angetriebene Gewindespindel bewirkt

je nach Drehrichtung des Motors eine Auf-oderAbwärtsbewegung der in

einer Kugelhülse spielfrei gelagerten Mutter. Auf dieser sind die

weiteren Justieraggregate aufmontiert.

2. Ent- und Verriegeln der Walze.

Ein unter Federspannung stehender konischer Bolzen wird durch eine

Motorgetriebeeinheit je nach Drehrichtung des Motors in die konische

Bohrung der Walze eingedrückt oder herausgezogen.

Dieses Aggregat bewirkt eine gen~ue Positionierung der Walze und ver

hindert eine Verdrehung durch Vibration.
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3. Drehen der Walze.

Die drehbar gelagerte Abschirmwalze besitzt vier um 90
0

versetztBAus

sparungen für die Aufnahme der Hub- und Justierarbeiten. Ihr Antrieb

erfolgt über die an die Walze angeflanschte Hohlwelle und den Stirn

radantrieb durch einen Schrittmotor.

Durch Schaltnocken in Verbindung mit dem Schalter läßt sich jeder der

vier Monochromatorkristalle in Position bringen.

4. Wie 1.

5. Drehendes Kristalls in die Reflexebene.

Der auf der Mutter angebrachte Drehtisch besitzt zwei Antriebe. Der

erste Antrieb erfolgt direkt durch einen 5 Phasen Schrittmotor in 0,360

Schritten über einen Bereich von 1900
.

1
Ein zweiter Feinantrieb erlaubt Verdrehungen von<-- 0 in einem Bereich

10
von

Ein über einen Stirnradantrieb verbundener Winkelschrittgeber erzeugt
o

die Signale für die digitale Winkelanzeige mit einer Auflösung von 0,1 .

Nach Erreichen der optimalen Stellung wird der Rundtisch durch eine

Backenbremse arretiert.

6. Kippen des Monochromatorkristalls in zwei um 900 versetzte Ebenen. Den

Abschluß der Justiereinheit bildet das Goniometer mit dem aufgesetzten

Monochromatorkristall. Die beiden um 90
0

gegeneinander versetzten Kipp

ebenen werden über einen Schneckenantrieb mittels eines Gleichstrom

getriebemotors angetrieben. Der Kippbereich beträgt ±10
0

je Ebene mit
1

einer Einstellgenauigkeit von< 10 o. Ein an jeder Kippebene angebrachter

Neigungsfühler liefert die Signale für die digitale Winkelanzeige im

Kippbereich des Goniometers mit einer Auflösung von ±O,l°.
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T H E NEU T R 0 N S P E C T ROM E T E RS AT

AT KARLSRUHE OPERATED BY THE IAK I

DIF 1 Four circle diffractometer, A 1.035 ~

DIF 2 Two circle diffractometer, 0.7 ~ ~ A < 2.6 ~

DIF 3 Powder diffractometer, A 1. 28 R or 1.09 R

DIF 4 Four circle diffractometer, A 0.924 ~ or 2.4 R

TAS 1 Three~axis spectrometer, 13 meV < E <. 120 meV
o

TAS 2 Three-axis spectrometer, 8 meV < E < 64 meV
- 0

TOF 1

TOF 2

TOF 3

TOF 4

MAG 1

MAG 2

Time-of-flight spectrometer with Fermi-chopper,
140 detectors, thermal neutrons

Time-of-flight spectrometer with rotating crystal,
60 detectors, cold neutrons

Time-of-flight spectrometer with Fermi-chopper,
120 detectors, thermal neutrons

Time-of-flight spectrometer with rotating crystal,
6 detectors, cold neutrons

Spectrometer for diffuse scattering, 40 detectors,
thermal neutrons

Multipurpose spectrometer, 40 detectors, cold neutrons.
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